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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
In Utah, the number of farms has been steadily decreasing since the
1930's while farm size has grown and mechanization increased (Utah
Agricultural Statistics, 1981).

The "family farm" is beginning to

disappear as 1arger farms become more economical

(t~cCork le ,

Jr., 1981).

Due primarily to this trend toward more intensive land use, habitat for
the ring-necked pheasant ( Phasianus colchicus ) is on the decline
(Kellert, 1981).

In addition, changes which have occured in crop

production since 1950 have not favored pheasant production (Nish, 1973).
It is of critical importance that attention be

dra~m

to the conservation

of pheasant habitat if the future of this popular gamebird in Utah is to
be secured.
Si nce

sizeable percentage of pheasant habitat is in private

ownership, the welfare of this species is largely in the hands of
private landowners.

Unfortunately, the Utah farmer, in general, resists

suggestions for active habitat management on his land (Sennett, 1982).
The primary factors contributing to his reluctance include:

(1) lack of

knowledge concerning the relationship between his land and pheasant
population decline (Olsen, 1976), (2) lack of information about habitat
improvement programs (Christensen and Norris, 1983), (3) fear of
increasing hunter trespass problems , and (4) lack of incentive (Olsen,
1977).

All four factors will be discussed

in Chapter Five.

At present, the only agency which pror.10tes the idea of managing
farmland for wildlife to any great extent is the Soil Conservation
Service (SCSI, a federal agency which provides technical assistance to

private landowners.

Utah's Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR)

concentrated a great deal of effort on developing a pheasant habitat
management program in the mid to late 1970's, but for a variety of
reasons it was not accepted by landowners and there have been no
attempts to date at reintroduction.

The SCS de a1s with wildlife

management as part of the overall land planning process discussed with
the landowner.

Usually wildlife is considered a secondary land use and

benefits only when it's management also favorably affects the primary
land use (i.e. cropland)(Erickson, 1983).

This is, of course,

understandable since the farmer has little or no incentive to manage
wildlife and often is unaware of alternative cul ti vati on practices

1~hich

may benefit wildlife without negatively affecting and, in some cases,
actually enhancing crop production.

The future of planned pheasant

habitat on farmland therefore depends upon introducing these productive
cultivation options to the farmer and encouraging him to use them.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to discover a vi ab 1e r.1eans of
reversing the declining trend in pheasant populations through
encouraging multiple land use planning on Utah cropland.

This study

will also serve to der.10nstrate how an environmental planner v10uld handle
a problem which has traditionally been thought of as being solely within
the domain of wildlife management.

Wildlife biologists have ample

information available to them concerning techniques for improving
pheasant habitat and are trained in the implementation of these
techniques.

However, where private land is involved, this wealth of

knowledge is useless without the support of the landowner.

Problems

3
such as this exceed the specialist capabilities of the wildlife
biologist and demand a more holistic problem-solving approach of an
en vi ronmenta l planne r.
Due to the variability in terrain and types of farming present
throughout the state, the study area will include only Cache Valley in
northern Utah.

Hopefully the information gained will be applicable, all

or in part, to the rest of the state.

Objectives

1.

Research habitat requirements of the ring-necked pheasant.

2.

Evaluate what needs to be done to preserve or restore pheasant

habitat on Utah cropland.
3.

Study means for encouraging the Utah farmer to actively

participate in pheasant habitat preservation.

Research Design
This study encompasses five major areas of discussion.

Background

i nfonnati on and habitat preferences of the ring- necked pheasant will be
the first topic covered.

Following this will be a discussion of the

fanning practices in Cache Valley as they relate to pheasant habitat.
Previous efforts to reverse the declining habitat trend will then be
reviewed.

In the final chapters, the discussion will focus on current

and potential means of improving habitat through gaining local landowner
cooperation.

Each of these five topic areas will be introduced in the

succeeding paragraphs.
Background informati on is essential to understanding the need for
concern for pheasant habitat in Cache Valley.

Statistics dra1m from the

4

Utah Upland Game Reports which demonstrate the decline in the pheasant
population are included in this section.

Also discussed in this chapter

are the habitat requi rer.Jents of the pheasant and how these requirements
are now being met on Cache Valley farmland.
A brief historical overview of farming in Cache Valley will
demonstrate how local agricultural practices are increasingly
contributing to the deterioration of pheasant habitat.

Since there is a

great deal of literature published on alternative farming techniques
which benefit wildlife,

this

chapter

further discusses this area only

to the extent of determining which farming practices are currently used
in Cache Valley and

how they might be improved to preserve or create

pheasant habitat.
The declining trend in pheasant populations is not a newly
discovered problem.

Numerous atte1;1pts have been made in the past to

reverse this trend in Utah.

Chapter Four will discuss these past

efforts.
Past attempts have obviously failed to substantially improve the
pheasant's situation.

During the literature review and discussions with

UD\vR personnel, the point which continually surfaced Has that the
primary barrier to habitat management on farmland is a lack of incentive
for the landowner.

Even the farmer who desires to cooperate in this

effort often cannot afford

to remove land from production (Winn, 1983).

This study would therefore be incomplete Hithout a discussion of
existing and potential means of gaining the Utah farmers' cooperation.
The UDWR proposed a Pheasant Habitat Management Program in 1976
which was to be applied to existing posted pheasant hunting units in
Cache and other counties.

Unfortunately the program never received

enough 1andm·mer support to be imp 1emented.

Prior to formu 1ati ng the

prog ram propos al, surveys were conducted among farmers to determine
landowner willingness to participate in an improvement program an d typ es
of incentives that would be both feasible and acceptable.

The results

of this survey will be analyzed and carefully considered in determining
means of gaining landowner cooperation.
Surveys of other fish and game agencies were conducted to gather
information on existing habitat improvement programs nationwide.
results of these surveys

The

wi ll also be discussed.

Utilizing the infonnation gained from both surveys and from
literature review, some viable alternatives for pheasant habitat
improvement in Cache Valley will be suggested in the final chapter.
This study will make detailed information available to land
managers and private landowners in Utah concerning ring-necked pheasant
habitat management on cropland.

At present, little action has been

taken to reverse the declining trend in the population numbers of this
popular gamebird in Utah.

This situation is probably

due to a lack of

information concerning techniques for motivating landowner cooperation.
This study will hopefully assist in initiating an active program of
pheasant habitat management on cropland in this state .

CHAPTER II
THE PHEASANT:

BACKGROUND

INFOR~1ATION

AND HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

History of the Pheasant in Utah
The pheasant was first introduced to Utah from Asia in about 1890.
An intensive stocking program gradually increased their numbers until by
the late 1930's they could be found in all suitable habitat areas of the
state, approximately 2-4

perc~nt

of the total land area (Nish, 1973).

Pheasant population density is best indicated by the number of
pheasants bagged per hunter-day.

This data, collected since 1949 by

UDWR personnel, reveals that there has been a downward trend in pheasant
numbers since a relatively high population density in 1963 .
annual decline from 1949 to 1981 is 1.1 percent per year.

The rate of
In addition

to this information, the trend of pheasants observed per mile has been
determined from summer roadside counts since 1962.
decline indicated by this data is 1.8 percent

The rate of annual

per year (see Figure 1).

The first figure is probably a more accurate indication of population
trends because the roadside count system

~1as

initiated during a peak

population period (Nish, 1973).
Figures indicative of pheasant population density in Cache County
are comparable to those representative of the entire state (see Figure
2).

Using the number of pheasants bagged per hunter-day data, the rate

of annual decline from 1952 to 1981 is 1.2 percent per year.

The rate

of annual decline indicated by the summer roadside count data from 1962
to 1981 is 2.71 percent per year (Roberson and Leatham, 1981; Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources, 1959-1980).
~1any

sportsmen and landowners believe predation or hunting is the

main factor contributing to population declines but the following quote
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from a UDWR brochure discusses the more likely source of the decline:
"During a typical year, approximately 70 percent of the population is
lost to a variety of mortality factors (even in non-hunted populations).
Few, if any, die of old age.

Such losses are completely normal and

expected and, given adequate habitat and weather conditions suitable for
breeding, populations are capable of substantial growth from year to
year.

Wide fluctuations in numbers between years and over short periods

of time are completely normal and usually attributable to weather
conditions.

Long-term downward trends over many years are not normal

and usually reflect habitat changes (Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources, 1977, n.p.)."

Habitat Requirements
If the UDWR assertion is correct, it is

necessary at this point to

determine exactly what the habitat requirements of the pheasant are.
Trautman (1982, p.47) defined pheasant habitat as " the region or
environment, where pheasants naturally live and thrive.

It is the

product of the combined influences of a variety of favorable
environmental factors (climate, topography, soil, vegetation, land use,
etc.) that fulfills the basic pheasant living requirements- protective
cover, food, water and living space."

The pheasant will usually live

and die within two square miles or less of its hatching site (Trautman,
1982).

It is therefore imperative that all necessary habitat eler.1ents

be in close proximity to one another (Newton, n.d.).

Trautman (1982)

lists the required components of a pheasant's home range as:
food, water, grit and calcium.

co ver ,
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Cover .

In general the pheasant needs protective cover to escape

pedators and provide for nesting, brood-rearing, loafing and roosting
requirements.

In addition it needs winter cover which is protected from

drifting snow and blizzards as well as good fencerow, roadside and field
margin cover to serve as travel lanes between cover types or between
cover and food.
Protective cover may be separated into two categories :
lowland.

upland and

Upland protective cover may be provided by vegetation of

upland grasses, legumes, forbs and weeds of grass hayland, pastures,
alfalfa, uncultivated odd areas, idle farmland, abandoned farmyards,
railroad rights-of-way, field margins, grassed waterways, roadsides,
fencerows and limited stands of sweet clover.

Additional upland

protective cover may be found in farm crop vegetation of small grains,
corn and sorghums, woody cover of field and farmstead shelterbelts,
groves and thickets and natural woodlands.

Lowland cover consists of

tall, lush vegetation (grasses, sedges, reeds, shrubs and weeds) found
on waterlogged sites in poorly drained low areas of grassland and
cropland, usually dry in sunn1er and autumn (Trautman, 1982).
Nesting cover has been determined to be one of the two most limited
components of pheasant habitat (the other being winter cover)(Olsen,
1977).

The pheasant's reproductive season lasts from late April to

early August.

Thus the suitability of protective nesting cover is

dependent on the time it is available to nesting hens and the length of
period it remains undisturbed (Trautman, 1982).

Initial nesting

attempts generally result in low hatching success since the modern farm
has a minimum of suitable nesting cover in the spring.

Nesting cover at

this time is limited to waste areas, roadsides, fencelines or residual

ll

vegetation remaining from the previous year.

The lo11 success rate is

attributable to high nest abandonment and predators which utilize these
areas as travel lanes (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).

High reproduction is

dependent on available undisturbed nesting cover during this early
portion of the nesting season since broods produced from first clutches
average approximately 38 percent larger than those from renestings which
follow destruction or abandonment of the first nesting attempt
(Trautman, 1982).
By early to mid-May, crops (mainly alfalfa and other hay crops)
have reached a height of eight to ten inches and begin attracting
nesting or renesting hens (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).

At least 37 days

are required for a hen to lay, incubate and hatch a clutch of ten eggs.
Unfortunately, the first hay harvest of the year occurs around the
second week in June, before the majority of broods have hatched.

This

practice not only destroys nests but also a large number of nesting hens
(Trautman, 1982).
Despite the attractiveness of hayfields to nesting hens, the
associated hazards obviously reduce the value of this cover type to
total pheasant production.

Table 1

shows the extent to which other

cover types are utilized and the resulting nesting success in each
(Nish, n.d.).

According to Trautman (1982), good hatching cover is that

which enables 30 percent nesting success.

Looking at Table 1 then,

small grains (38.5 percent success) and wetlands (32.9 percent success)
appear to offer the best nesting cover for

pheasants.

chick production is also highest in these two

Percent of total

cover types.

Nesting cover also serves as the bulk of initial brood cover.
During the first three weeks fo 11 owing hatching, broods range within ten

Table 1.

Cover type utilization with associated nesting success and total chick production (Nish,
n.d.).

Cover type

Percent
nests located
in cover type 1

Percent
nesting success
for nests in
cover type 1

Hayfields
Small grains
Pastures
Vletlands
vloodl ands
Strip cover2
Misc . 3

44.2
15.8

20.9

10.0

38 . 5
28.5

45.0
9.8

32 . 9
22.0

27.7

7.4
13.6

3.5
24.0

12.0

19.8
21.5

Percent
of total chick
production in
cover type 1

1.1
25.2
3.6

lfigures obtained from results of published studies from across the United States.
2"Strip cover" -All narrow bands of permanent cover such as roadsides, railways, ditch-banks,
fence 1 i nes and can a 1 rights.
3"Misc." - Includes a ll cover types not ordinarily receiving heavy use by nesting hens; ie. cultivated
orchards, row crops and gardens.

.....
N
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to thirty acres of the hatching site.

By late August the area is

enlarged to an average of 71 acres.
Brood cover used in the su111ner differs from that uti 1i zed in the
fall.

In June and July, the cover of medium-density vegetation is more

commonly sought than light or dense cover.

During these months broods

may be found in hay, ungrazed or weedy pastures, grain and weedy and
grassy vegetation of other crops and odd areas, including shelterbelts,
slough edges, abandoned farmsteads, railroad rights-of-way, roadsides
and fencerows.

From early August through September and October, most

young birds have detached themselves from broods and adults and may be
found in row-crop fields used for resting, feeding and dusting.

As the

winter months approach young birds gravitate to the heavier cover of
sloughs, sweet clover, unmowed bottomland grass, weedy grain stubble and
the dense cover of odd areas (Trautman,

1982).

Another cover requirement of roosters, idle hens and maturing birds
is for loafing.

Loafing cover must provide the shelter of a windbreak

or sunscreen, some bare ground for dusting and reasonable proximity to a
food source and escape cover (Newton, n. d.) .

The vegetation comprising

this type of cover also varies with time of year.
mixed alfalfa-grass type appears to be favored.

During late spring a
On hot summer days,

pheasants may be found loafing in brush thickets, shrub rows and tall
weed patches.

Late summer loafing cover consists of cornfields after

grain and grass have been harvested.

After the corn is harvested in

1ate fa 11, 1oafi ng cover is 1imi ted to dense woody or herbaceous cover
on severe winter days and sparse vegetation on milder days (Trautman,
1982) .
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Preferred roosting cover tends to be open, low-growing vegetation
lacking a canopy except during periods of harsh weather (Olsen and
Leatham, 1976).

Common roosting sites year-round occur in vegetation

such as grasses, hedges and weedy farm-crop combinations including grain
stubble (Trautman, 1982).
ditch banks.

Also favored are pastures, fencelines and

When temperatures drop and snow cover 1imits food

avai 1ability, the uti 1i zati on of brushy areas or dense marsh vegetation
increases (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).

When snow has filled the marsh and

field cover, roosting birds tend to move into the trees (Trautman,
1982).

As previously mentioned winter cover is one of the major
inadequacies in pheasant habitat.
types.

One problem is

th~

proximity of cover

Several states have reports indicating that pheasants rarely

trave l more than one-quarter mile between roosting cover and a winter
food source (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).

Thus winter cover beyond a

maximum distance of one mile from food is unsuitable (Traubnan, 1982).
In addition to being favorably located, it must be dense to cut winds,
strong enough to withstand snow load, and thick enough to escape
predators (Newton, n.d. ).

Vegetation types commonly used are found in

marshlands, brush coverts, shelterbelts and dense weed patches (Olsen
and Leatham, 1976).
It must be stressed that one cover type is ineffective if the
others are absent or inaccessible due to a lack of travel lanes.

Even

the provision of perfect cover for most of the year is not enough if it
is then burned or di sked, 1eav i ng the birds, dependent on that cover,
vulnerable to weather and predation (Newton, n.d.).
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Food .

According to food habit studies, the pheasant is an

omnivorous bird and feeds on a wide range and variety of plant, animal
and mineral food items.

Adult pheasants are primarily seed-eaters with

cereal grains (corn, wheat, oats, barley) comprising their staple food
items (Trautman, 1982).

Regional and local availability will determine

the percentage of the diet made up by each of the farm crops although
corn seems to be preferred.

Weed seeds, important in the diet to a

lesser degree, include ragweed (
~

) , smartweeds ( Polygonum

Ambrosia~),

~

foxtails ( Setaria

) and sunflower ( Hel ianthus

~

).

In Utah specifically, vegetable material has been found to compose 85.5
percent

of the adult's annual diet.

additional 14.5 percent

Animal matter provided the

Gravel or mineral uptake (26.2 percent ) was

computed as a percentage of the food contents (Olsen, 1977).

The

pheasant chick survives almost exclusively on insects during the first
few weeks (primarily grasshoppers, crickets, and ants).

As the birds

mature the food habits gradually change and by autumn their diet is the
same as that of an adult bird (Trautman, 1982).
Water .

The availability of permanent open water is not crucial

to pheasant survival despite the bird's tendency to occupy stream
bottoms, swales and

s1~amp

edges.

These areas often harbor the highest

pheasant populations (Olsen, 1977).

Other sources of water include

dew, succulent fruits and berries, seeds and rainwater pools.
frost and snow combined

1~ith

In

~Yinter

moisture derived from grain kernels and

weed seeds provide sufficient water (Trautman, 1982).
Grit and Calcium .

Grit commonly refers to a variety of abrasive

materials (gravel, coarse sand, bone fragments, woody seeds etc.)
ingested by the pheasant and retained in the gizzard as an aid to
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digestion.

Contractions of the gizzard cause the grit to grind food to

a size suitable for digestion in the i ntestine (Trautman, 1982).
Gr it has been cited by severa 1 authors as a vita 1 source of
calcium.

The pheasant's diet is low in calcium yet it is an essential

element to pheasant reproduction and welfare (Olsen , 1977).

Pheasants

have the ability to select calcareous (calcium-bearing) over
non-calcareous grit (Trautman, 1982).

Common sources of calcium for the

pheasant are snail shells, crushed 1imestone used as a road surfacing
material and soil fertilization and liming.

Obviously calcium is a

crucial element of su i table pheasant habitat (Olsen, 1977).
It is clear from the preceeding discussion that pheasant
populations will continue to decline unless serious attention is drawn
to the preservation of their habitat.

The necessary habitat components

for pheasant survival (cover, food, water, grit and calcium ) are well
known.

It

is the provision of thes e components within close proxim ity

to one another which poses an ever increasing problem .

The following

chapter will reveal the reasons for pheasant habitat dete rioration ove r
the years.
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CHAPTER III
CACHE VALLEY FARtHNG PRACTICES
The pheasant is primarily found on farmed land where its habitat
needs are most closely met, hence its population trends are directly
related to farming trends.

Two major trends have occured on Cache

Valley farmland which have substantially contributed to the decline in
pheasant numbers:

1) a decrease in farm numbers accompanied by an

increase in farm size; and 2) a change in the type of crops produced.

Historical Overview and Recent Changes
As the demand for food for human consumption escalates, farmlands
expa nd and are used more intensively.
country has suffered as a resu 1 t
farmland is following this trend.

Farm wildlife in all parts of the

{~1cConnell

, 1981), and

Cache Va 11 ey

Increasing costs for land and

equipment force maximum utilization of all available acreage with a
resulting farm consolidation and consequent increase in farm and field
size. The most recently available cou nty data from the Ce nsus of
Agriculture indicates that the number of farms in Cache county has
steadily declined from 2253 in 1940 to 1214 in 1978, a 46 percent
reduction.

Concurrent with this decline in farm numbers, average farm

size has increased 39.5 percent

from 146.5 to 242 acres per farm in

1978 {U.S. Bureau of the Census,1946-1980 ){see Figure 3).
What are the consequences of this trend?
of a typical square mile uf

Aerial photographs taken

Utah farmland in 1946 and 1966 clearly

illustrate the impact {see Figure 4). In this example, the average field
size increased from 6.5 to 13.2 acres, resulting in the removal of miles
of fenceline and ditchbank nesting and escape cover and a decrease in
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cover interspersion.

The final result is lower pheasant production on

the area (Nish, 1973). There is no indication that this trend will
reverse in the near future.
As has already been mentioned, the crop production trends since
1950 in the Valley are contributing significantly
the pheasant population.

to the reduction of

Production of crops favorable to pheasant

production such as wheat, oats, barley and beets have declined.

From a

peak in 1949, the acreage of land in wheat production has declined 54.14
percent.

Available data indicates a decline in oat production also.

Between 1949 and 1974 oat production acreage dropped 72.8 percent.
Barley production was at its highest in 1959 but has since dropped by
7.51 percent.

Beets are no longer grown in the Valley .

In contrast,

the production of corn silage has increased 425 percent since 1949 (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1946-1980).

This practice is undcsireable since

the harvesting technique virtually strips the land leaving no cover for
pheasants.
~1uch

of the crop 1and which produced

desi reab 1e commodities has

been diverted to pasture or grazing uses which decreases the value of
land for pheasant nesting (see Figure 5).

In addition, land remaining

in crop production is often grazed, following the harvest, to such an
extent that little or no cover remains for

pheasants (Nish, 1973).

There are, of course, numerous other factors associated with those
discussed which have contributed to the reduction in pheasant numbers.
~1odern,

fast-moving, tractor-powered mowers seriously threaten the

survival of incubating hens (Trautman, 1982).

Ditch bank cover is being

eliminated with the instituti on of concrete-lined ditches for improved
irrigation.

The increasing trend

t01~ard

sprinkler irrigation
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has caused the removal of many ditches (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).
Roadside burning or mowing, weed and pest control programs , fall
plowing and shelterbelt and hedgerow removal, all
pheasant (Nish, 1973).

negatively impact the

These habitat decimating factors are discussed

in the following analysis of farming practices in Cache Valley.

Current Farming Practi ces in
Cache Valley and Possible Alternative
Practices to Conserve Pheasant Habitat
t1odernization of farming in Cache Valley, although some1·1hat behind
the national trend, is, having the same increasingly negative effect on
the local pheasant population.

Following is a discussion of

agricultural practices currently in use in Cache Valley which have an
effect on pheasant populations and also how they might be altered to
preserve or create pheasant habitat.
Plowing .
plowing.

One practice which greatly affects pheasant habitat is

Two aspects of plowing need to be discussed; the time of year

when plowing is accomplished and the type of equipment used.
Valley farmers plow their fields in the fall (Huber, 1983).

Most Cache
By doing

this, they are able to conserve moisture in the soil, improve the
seedbed and reduce crop planting time for the following spring.
Unfortunately this practice effectively buries the post-harvest stubble,
weedy vegetation stands and waste grains greatly needed for winter
cover, winter food and nesting cover of the resident pheasants (Olsen
and Leatham, 1976).
The concept of conservation tillage (no tillage, zero tillage or
minimum tillage) has been suggested by many authors as an alternative to
fall plowing which would not only benefit the pheasant but also the
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landowner.
at all.

This practice involves either a minimum of plowing or none

The result is that leftover stubble and crop residues remain on

the surface.

Several benefits may be reaped.

Surface stubble and

undisturbed root systems hinder water erosion and anchor the soil in
high winds .

Surface residues also catch snow which provides extra

springtime moisture for crops.
increased.

The organic content of the soil is

There is also a decrease in the number of surface rocks when

using this practice since it is erosion which generally uncovers rocks
and tillage which loosens them (Stanley, 1992).

In addition, the

pheasant is provided with improved food, cover and nesting sites (Basore
and Best, 1982).
Farmers who practice conservation tillage need not plow their
fields at planting time.

They only need to drive their tractors through

their fields once with a "drill"- a planting machine which carves
narrow grooves through the covered soil, depositing seed and fertilizer
at the same time.

Approximately five percent of an untilled field is

broken up in this manner as compared to 100 percent
methods .

by conventional

Thus erosion is decreased by more than 90 percent

(Stanley,

1982).

Conservation tillage is also attractive from an economic
standpoint.

Depending on the soil, this practice could significantly

reduce fuel and equipment repair costs as

~Jell

as labor costs.

Using

the same equipment, a farmer can plant and harvest 1500 no-till acres in
the time it takes him to work 500 acres conventiona ll y (Stanley, 1982) .
Add itionally the increase in soil moisture and decrease in soil loss
should escalate total net farm income in the long run (Heintz, f1organ,
and Podoll, 1980).
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There are of course some drawbacks to conservation tillage.

To

date no large implement company has marketed a reasonably priced grain
drill which uniformly plants seed and fertilizer at optimum depths.
Because weed control becomes a problem, more herbicides must be used
than with conventional farming.

Although the chemicals commonly used in

conservation tillage break down very quickly, there is still a lack of
knowledge concerning their effect on the environment (Stanley, 1982).
There is also the possibility of increased survival of some plant
pathogens and insects, the control of which could increase costs (Heintz
et a1 , 1980 ) .
The second aspect of plowing to be reviewed, type of equipment
used, has been discussed somewhat above.
operate a moldboard plow (Huber, 1983).

In Cache Valley, most farmers
Until further developments in

the implement industry occur, it is suggested that the chisel plow be
used (regardless of when the plowing is done) to the benefit of both
farmer and pheasant.

Chisel plowing reduces erosion and leaves more

food available on the soil surface for pheasants by maintaining a
protective covering over the field.

This practice is also less

expensive than moldboard plowing (Heintz et al, 1980).
Herbicide Use .

The use of herbicides is another practice which

may have an adverse effect on the pheasant population, if not directly
then indirectly through habitat destruction.

Cache Valley farmers

commonly use 2-40 and Atrazine for weed control (Huber, 1983).
Acute and chronic toxicities from herbicides appear to be minor
problems for the pheasant .

The primary concern with the use of

herbicides is the reduction in plant species favorable to pheasants.
Chemicals are often responsible for the destruction of herbaceous
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nestin g cover, seed-bearing plants important as food and protective
woody cover (Trautman, 1982).

In addition the overuse of herbicides may

pollute surface and ground waters to the detriment of the 1 andowner and
others (Heintz et al, 1980).
Some alternatives have been suggested .

Merely restricting the use

of herbicides to control only noxious weeds would benefit pheasants.
Other weeds, particularly annuals, could

be left untreated in non-use

areas unless spreading should occur (Heintz et al, 1980).
There is also great pror.1ise for weed-control methods that do not
employ chemicals.

One such practice which is gaining in popularity is

organic or biological farming .

Specific methods used vary depending on

the individual farmer or locale but, in general, this form of farming is
characterized by crop rotation, increased plantings of oats and legume
hays, smaller field sizes and a lack of inorganic chemicals (Gremaud and
Dahlgren, 1982).

Interest in organic farming has grown as a result of

high energy prices, increased ferti 1 i zer costs and a growing conc e rn
over the environmental impacts of agricultural chemicals (Langley and
Heady, 1982).
An analysis done by Langley and Heady (19132, p. 42) showed that
compared to conventional alternatives, "organic farming leads to a
decrease in total production (primarily because of lower estimated
yields), lower export potential, higher supply prices, higher value of
production (given an inelastic demand for agricultural commodities),
lower costs of production, and higher net farm income, for each of the
crops included in the study."

Another study conducted on the De Soto

National Wildlife Refuge demonstrated that biological crop yields have
kept pace with conventional yields.

From 1979 to 1981, corn yields from
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biological practices were 102 bushels per acre while conventional
practices yielded 103 bushels.

Average soybean yields were 37 bushels

per acre on biological acres as compared with 34 bushels on
conventionally farmed acres (Sojda, Jr., 1982).
Regardless of the immediate effect of organic farming on crop
production, it will improve the long-term structure, microflora, fauna,
and general productivity of soils (Sojda, Jr., 1982).

At the same time

there is great potential for producing pheasants on intensively farmed
lands.

In one study done at the University of Nebraska six times more

bird territories were found on organic farms than on adjacent chemically
managed farms (Strange, 1981) .
The adoption of alternative methods of weed control have proceeded
s 1owly due to a 1 ack of economic and other incentives and because
researching other methods is a time-consuming process.

The ultimate

solution will require both regulatory and educational programs.

Since

regulations are effective only if they reflect general public
understanding the key to safeguarding habitat will be an informed public
(Uational Academy of Sciences, 1970).
Mowing .

One of the greatest threats to pheasant survival is the

mowing of hayfields.

Most hayfield nests are established when the

vegetation reaches a height of eight to ten inches.

For the hen

pheasant to 1ay an average clutch of ten to eleven eggs takes
approximately 14 days (1.3 days per egg).
necessary for incubation.

An additional 23 days are

Therefore, approximately 37 days of

unmolested time is required to hatch a nest which was initiated when the
hay was eight to ten inches high.

Researchers in Wisconsin found that

the cutting date of hay averaged 35 days after a height of eight to ten
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inches had been reached.

The result is high nest destruction and hen

mortality (Olsen and Leatham, 1976) .

Normally this first cutting

destroys from 32 to 39 percent of the incubating hens and from 86 to 91
percent of the nests.

This loss of hens is the most damaging result

since any chance of the hen renesting and having a successful nest in
safer cover is lost (Trautman, 1982).
This farming practice is highly instrumental in limiting pheasant
populations in Cache Valley as well.

Most landowners on irrigated farms

in the valley do three cuttings of hay each summer while those on the
bench lands manage one to two cuttings.

The first crop is generally

mowed during the first week of June, the second, four to six weeks
1ater.

It is the first

mo~li

ng which is most destructive to pheasants

since early June is the peak of hatching (Huber, 1983).
Several recommendations may be found in the 1 iterature for
mitigating the effects of this practice.

The UO\iR asks that mowing be

delayed as long as possible or at least to June 20 to allow the hatching
peak to pass (Olsen, 1977).

Unfortunately, few

farr.~ers

would be

interested in this proposal since a delay of only one week decreases the
forage quality and increases fiber while the protein composition is
reduced two percent.

The quality of alfalfa cut late would be adequate

for beef cows but not for dairy cows (Heintz et al, 1930).

On a more

positive note, the quality of subsequent cuttings would not be affected
by delaying the first cut.
A viable suggestion for limiting destruction by mowing is to reduce
the hay mowing speed.
escape time.

Speeds under three miles per hour

allo~1

more

Obviously this increases the time alloted for mowing but
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it also increases safety and decreases wear on the machinery (Hein tz et
al, 1980).
Wildlife workers have experimented with various types of "flushing
bars", attached to the front of mowers, with some measure of success in
the past {National Academy of Science, 1970).

However with increased

tractor speeds, these devices are no longer effective.

Work is being

done in Nebraska on an amplified sound system for use in flushing birds
(Olsen and Leatham, 1976).
Also suggested is the development of set-aside areas as "bait
cover" and general pheasant habitat to encourage pheasants to nest in
areas other than alfalfa {Trautman, 1982).

Another proposal to the

farmer is to contact individuals or organizations interested in
salvaging and hatching pheasant eggs for later release on the same land
(Bremicker, 1983).

UDWR personnel should be able to encourage

participation in such a project.
A final suggestion would be to mow hay from the center of the field
outward or from one side to the other to herd the hens and young broods
out of the field (Olsen and Leatham, 1976).
Increasing Productive Acreage .

As has already been mentioned,

farmers in Cache Valley are following the national trend of putting all
available land into production at the expense of pheasant habitat.
According to Don Huber, the Cache County Agricultural Extension Agent,
the greatest 1oss of habitat has been due to the removal of fences and
the associ a ted fence 1 i ne cover.

Loss of di tchbank cover is also

occuring due to the increasing practice of lining existing ditches with
concrete (Hurst, 19!33) and the elimination of ditches all together with
the gradual shift to sprinkler irrigation.

Windbreak vegetation
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(shelterbelt) is also being removed in the interest of increasing
productive acreage (Huber, 1g83 ).

Lastly, thorough harvesting

techniques leave little cover for pheasants.
Unfortunately, the literature does not suggest alternatives to
removing fences.

The only course of action is to inform the farmer of

the importance of fenceline cover to the pheasant for loafing, nesting
and brooding and hope that his environmental conscience will cause him
to leave some of this cover undisturbed.

Fenceline vegetation does have

some value to the farmer in erosion control (Heintz et al, 1980).

The

UDWR recommends that a minimum four foot strip of permanent vegetation
be provided along each side of all fences Olish, n.d.).
Concerning those ditches which are not removed, it is suggested
that grass be established on the banks as opposed
concrete.

to lining them with

Grassed waterways not only move the water adequately but also

stop erosion and provide habitat (Newton, n.d.).

Grass species should

be used which can successfully compete with woody plants that would
otherwise invade the ditch and 1ower its water-carrying capacity
(Anderson, 1969).

Again the UDWR recommends the provision of a four

foot strip of vegetation along each side of all permanent ditches (Nish,
n.d.).
Removal of windbreak vegetation may not only be detrimental to the
pheasant but the farmer as well.

This vegetation reduces

evapotranspiration downwind, provides snow retention and reduces wind
erosion.

Therefore, removing the windbreak eliminates wind erosion

control and may cause a loss of soil and soil moisture.

The long term

result is likel y to be a reduction in net i ncome in addition to the
destruction of valuable pheasant habitat (Heintz et al, 1980).
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One study done in Nebraska in 1976 clearly illustrated the benefits
of windbreak vegetation to the farmer.
one with a windbreak and one without.

Two 40 acre plots were observed;
The windbreak-protected plot had

a crop yield of 55 bushels per acre while the unprotected acreage
produced only ten bushels per acre.

When all preparation and material

costs were considered, the harvest meant over $93/acre profit for the
windbreak plot and a $7/acre loss for the other plot (Newton, n.d.).
An effective shelterbelt should be a minimum of 200 feet wide
(Trautman, 1982) and contain ten rows of different tree species and
shrubs with undergrowth allowed to establish in some (Bremicker, 1983).
Juniper has been suggested for plantings in shelterbelts as it provides
the pheasant greater protection from the elements in the winter than
other tree species and benefits the farmer by reducing wind-speed,
increasing snow accumulation, and lowering the wind-chill factor for
farmsteads and livestock (Heintz et al, 1980).

Russian Olive has been a

successful windbreak species in Cache Valley (Winn, 1983).

In order to

retain their effectiveness, shelte rbelts must be protected against fire
and grazing (Bremicker, 1983).
In addition to the above, Cache Valley farmers are continually
putting more land into production by farming right up to the road and
converting odd areas in to cropland (Huber, 1983).
Although it would mean a small loss in production, farmers should
be encouraged to leave a strip of unharvested corn along field edges
(\~inn,

1983) and where corn is harvested for forage, 1eave

t~10

or more

rows of cornstalks adequately spaced across the field (Trautman, 1982).
The $tanding stalks will reduce soil l osses from wind and increase snow
cover, thus improving moisture conditions.

The stalks also reduce
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drifting

snow into pheasant winter habitat and shattered ears provide

winter food (Heintz et al, 1980).

Leaving an unplowed strip next to

fences is also encouraged (Winn, 1983).
If the farmer insists on harvesting the entire field, he should be

encouraged to spread manure over the snow near winter cover areas.

This

practice, with its associated waste grain, mainly corn, provides
additional winter food for pheasants (Wagner, Besadny and Kabat, 1965).
Crop Rotation .

Cache Valley farmers practice a crop rotation of

alfalfa for seven years and small grains for two years.
rotated in with the above crops (Huber, 1983).

Some corn is

Jay Roberson, Upland

Game Program Coordinator for the IJDWR suggests a similar rotation of
alfalfa-wheatgrass for eight years and small grains for one year
(Roberson, 1982).
Heintz et al (1980) recommends that a greater variety of adapted
crops be used in farm rotations to the benefit of wildlife and the
farmer.

Concerning the pheasant, a variety of crops will have a greater

likelihood of providing for all habitat needs than a single crop.

The

farmer benefits, by planting variety, through the reduction in
seriousness of disease, insect damage and weed problems.
also improve the efficiency of fertilization.
is greater stability of farm income.

Rotation may

Another positive result

The only potential negative factor

mentioned is the lower efficiency in field operations due to the need
for add i ti anal machinery and more 1 abor.
Roadside Management

It has already been mentioned that many

1 andowners farm right up to the road.

However, this is not the case in

the entire valley and proper roadside management can greatly benefit the
pheasant.

According to Huber (1983) most roadside vegetation in the
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county, other than that along State highways, is sprayed with herbicides
to red uce weeds and increase aesthetics although some are mowed.

State

highway rights-of-way are mowed but an unwritten cooperative agreement
has been established between the Utah

Depar~ent

of Transportation

(UDOT) and the UDWR, concerning the date on which the mowing is done.
Prior to January 1979, the UDOT scheduled roadside mowing to begin
Ju ne 1.

The UD\IR, at that time, encouraged UDOT to delay mowing in the

interest of pheasants.

This request was comp lied with and the date of

mowing was moved to July 1 except for areas where safety is a factor.
Also mowing has been limited to delineation mowing (one cut les s than
ten feet wide) of the shoulder of the roadway, except within urban
freeway rights-of-way and other safety-related 1oca ti ons (Leatham,

1981).

UDOT is amenable to these requests since they are able to cut

fuel and 1 abor costs (Roberson, 1982).
In 1982 UDWR requested that UDOT further delay m01ving until August
15 in those areas of prime agricultura l use where pheasants are most

numerous.

UDOT indicated that it would comp ly with this request als o

(Roberson, 1982).
According to the literature, managing roadsides shows great
potential for increasing pheasant numbers.
midwestern states

sho~1

Studies conducted in eight

roadsides are heavily used by pheasants .

A

ten-year study done in Illinois to compare pheasant nesting use of
disturbed roadsides to unmowed and reseeded-unmowed roadsides found:

1.

1.7 times more nests in unmowed roadsides.

2.

2.5 times greater use of reseeded-unmowed roadsides.

3.

No increase in road-killed wildlife on roads bordered by
unmowed vegetation.
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4.

Little noxious plant control is needed in dense stands of
grasses and legume s.

5.

The uniform appearanc e is acceptable to Illinois landowners.

6.

Reseeded stands in Illinois have shown a capability of
maintaining their vigor for 15 years (Bremicker, 1983).

Although UDOT's cooperation in delayed mowing of State highway
rights-of-way is a step in the right direction, more could be done to
improve roadside vegetation for pheasant nesting.

The Cache Valley

farmer needs to be encouraged to leave this vegetation undisturbed
except for spot control of noxious weeds on roads other than State
highways.

Reseeding these areas to a mixture of grasses and legumes

would also greatly improve the pheasant habitat potential.
The implementation of any of the alternative practices discussed in
this chapter would benefit the pheasant.

For a clearer view of how some

of these practices might look on the ground, Figure 6 shows a portion of
a hypothetical farm with suggestions for providing better pheasant
habitat (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, 1977, n. p. ).
As can be seen from the previous discussion, Cache Valley faming
practices do not favor a prosperous future for the pheasant.

There is

however potential for change . Before discussing these potential means of
correcting the problem it would be prudent to review past efforts so as
to avoid duplication of unsuccussful tactics.

Chapter Four will review

past efforts by both the State and Federal governments to reverse the
declining habitat trend.
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CHAPTER IV
PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO REVERSE DECLINING HABITAT TREND
Numerous attempts have been made to date by both state and federal
agencies to improve the plight of the pheasant on private lands in Utah.
Thus far none of these endeavors could be considered as successful
except that each attempt increases public awareness of the problem to
some degree.

State Efforts
The UDWR has probably made the greatest contribution
forty years toward

over the past

finding a sol uti on to this pheasant dilemma.

In the

1940's and 1950's local wildlife federations operated a tree and shrub
planting program with seedlings provided by the UDWR.

Technical

assistance was also offered to interested 1andowners.

Hany shrubs were

planted,

but only on a pi ecemeal basis.

they were a nuisance and remov ed them.
but never planted (Nish, 1983).

Later r.1any farmers decided
Some seedlings were delivered

During the same period of tir.Je , UDWR

was attempting to purc hase or lease hayfield nesting cover.

These

programs were terminated within a short period of time because they
proved to be ineffective and costly (Olsen, 1977).
The UDWR has also attempted to develop an "Acres for Wildlife"
program in Utah patterned after those operating in other states.
Proposed implementation would be through the Agricultural Extension
Service with fi nanci a 1 support provided by the UDIJR.

The proposed

program would in vo lve the 4- H Clu b, Future Farmers of America and other
local service organizations.

Through this program, farmers would be

encouraged to set-aside an acre or more of their land for •lildlife.

The
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primary incentive would be publi city and recognition.

Unfortunately the

Extension Service has not been contacted and no progress has been made
to date toward developing a format to be implemented in Utah (Leatham,
1981; Nish, 1973).

In 1975, the Pheasant Management Area Program was first proposed by
Darrel Nish, Upland Game Supervisor for the UDWR.

The purpose given for

proposing such a program was to improve habitat for pheasants on private
lands; to provide hunter access to private land, and to compensate the
landowner for services rendered (Nish, n.d.).
The original proposal was of course revised several times but
retained the same basic shape.
Habitat

l~anagement

Progam.

The name

was changed to Pheasant

The proposed program was to be implemented

on existing posted pheasant hunting units whose owners would be willing
to enter into cooperative agreements.

Initially, one existing hunting

unit would be selected for experimental implementation of the proposed
prograr.1.

If positive results were attained, the prograr.1 would be

expanded to include landowners of any pos ted units having 1,000
contiguous acres, that were agreeable to providing stipulated habitat
improvements (Nish, n.d.).
Surveys were conducted among farmers in the more prominent pheasant
counties to determine their willingness to participate in an improvement
program and to discover what incentives would be feasible and acceptable
to them.

Information was also gained from interviews with selected

landholders in Cache Valley.

Since thes e results will be covered in

more detail in Chapter Five, they will only be discussed here to the
extent necessary to show their influenc e on program formulation.
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The questionnaire results showed incentives preferred by
respondents in exchange for providing habitat improvement to be (in
order beginning with most desireable incentive):
Increased trespass enforcement

25 percent

Hunter-caused damage payments

23 percent

Subsidy payments

13 percent

Seed and planting stock

10 percent

Technical assistance

8 percent

Cost sharing

8 percent

Access fees

6 percent

Recognition

4 percent

Other

percent

The questionnaire also asked what landowners felt sportsmen owed
them for raising pheasants.

Responses were as follows:

Forty-three percent specified payment of hunter-caused damages.
Thirty-three percent specified simply occasional thanks and
recognition.
Seven percent indicated a desire for hunting fees.
Seven percent demand respect of property.
Six percent indicated nothing.
Results of Cache Valley interviews and meetings were not quantified
but generally agreed with the other questionnaire results.

It is

apparent that Cache Valley landowners demonstrated a strong aversion to
government control of a management area operation, expecially concerning
hunting permits.

The information

~ained

from these questionnaires

helped UDfiR personnel to refine the proposed program (Nish, n.d.).
The proposal emphasized the creation of permanent vegetative cover
along fencelines, ditchbanks, roadsides and in ''lvaste" areas that would
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provide effective weed control; stabilize soil; be an attractive
addition to the farm landscape; and
nesting cover for pheasants.

provide safe and highly preferred

In return for providing stipulated habitat

improvements the landowner would receive increased trespass and property
damage control, administrative assistance from UDWR and extra income
through permit sa 1es.
Unit officers, themselves landholders, would be responsible for
overall hunting area operation.

UDWR personnel would assist in

planning, mapping, and monitoring of required habitat features.
would also post boundaries and safety zones, operate

intensify trespass control and aid in habitat deve l opment.
selling permits would

They

checking stations,
The task of

be accomplished by unit officers who would be

authorized to disburse the money collected as determined by the
landholder organization.

Hunter-caused damages v1ould

receive first

priority in disbursment of permit money.
Qua lifying units would be enrolled in the program and issued a
certificate of registration from the UDWR which would remain effective
for three years .

The UDWR would evaluate improvements annually.

Failure to comply with program requirements would result in the
dissolution of the unit Wish, n . d. ).
The experime ntal area chosen for initial program implementation was
the Benson Pheasant Hunting Unit in Cache Valley.

Division personnel

contacted the unit officers and received support for the ide a.

Ho11ever

when a meeting was held to introduce the program to landl10lders, the
attendance was very low and f ew of those present favored the proposal
(!~ish,

1983). Unfortunately, no further efforts have been made to
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promote the program since that time.

Possible reasons for the program's

failure will be discussed in Chapter Five.

Federal Efforts
Federal efforts to improve habitat for pheasants on farmland, have
been indirect as most federal programs which benefit pheasants are
actually aimed at improving soil conservation.

The most frequently

cited example in the literature is the Conservation Reserve (Soil Bank)
Program of the 1956 Soil Bank Act, an Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) administered federal farmland program for
retiring private farmland from crop production and livestock grazing.
This program required long-term contracts and mandated "permanent"
protective cover practices.
and ten-year durations.

Contracts were established for three, five

Removal or destruction of established cover was

prohibited except for spot weed control or in the event of government
declared emergencies.
substantially improved.

Needless to say wildlife habitat was
Numerous citations in the literature point to

this program as being responsible for peak pheasant populations in many
states during the years of its operation (1956-1969) (Trautman, 1982).
The pheasant population in Utah had its peak production in 1963.
However, Darrel Nish, who originally proposed the Pheasant Management
Area Program, stated that the Soil Bank Program had 1 ittle impact in
Utah (Nish, 1983).
Richard Bartmann, a graduate student at Utah State University,
conducted research in Box Elder County, Utah (bordering Cache county on
the west side), to evaluate the effects of the Soil Bank Program on
pheasants.

His findings were as follows:
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Nest density was highest in Soil Bank cover follov1ed by sabebrush,
hayfields and grain. Data was collected from sample plots and from
a near comp 1ete search of a mowed and raked 85 acre hayfi e 1 d. Sci 1
Bank cover showed the greatest increase in nest density the second
year while hayfields showed a large decrease.
Significantly more young pheasants were found on Soil Bank sections
during morning, noon and evening brood transects.
Pheasants were observed to make considerable use of Soil Bank cover
at least in mild weather.
Significantly more hunters were observed on Soil Bank than farmed
areas during the first two days of both seasons (Bartmann, 1966).
Most lands enrolled in the Soil Bank Program were grazed or mowed
for hay during drought emergencies in 1954 and 1965 and by the end of

1965 less than half of the 1961 peak acreage remained.

The majority of

the remaining contracts expired in 1969 (Trautman, 1982).
Current federal programs operating in Cache Valley are the
Payment-in-Kind Program (PIK) and the Agricultural Conservation Program
(ACP) .

Both are operated by the ASCS.

These wi 11 be

discussed further

in the following chapter.
Past efforts by both state and federal agencies have been largely
unsuccessful in promoting 1eng-term habitat improvement for the
pheasant.

The most apparent reason for failure, of all of the programs

discussed, has been a lack of landowner endorsement.

There appears to

have been several promising approaches to solving the problem.

These

should not be totally discarded, but rather they should be carefully
studied to discover how they might add to future habitat improvement
attempts, keeping the landowner's interest foremost.
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CHAPTER V
GAINING LANDOWNER COOPERATION :
KEY TO SUCCESSFUL HABITAT MANAGEMENT
As was brought out in the introductory chapter, the critical
ingredient to initiating an active pheasant habitat management program
is landowner cooperation.

Past programs have failed due primarily to

the absence of this crucial element (Nish, n.d.).

Current efforts at

gaining landowner cooperation in conservation practices in Cache Valley
are being made by the ASCS through two incentive programs .

These will

be analysed here in terms of their success in promoting pheasant habitat
management.
Work being done by other states in this area will also be reviewed
in this chapter with a view toward learning new techniques which might
be adapted to Cache Valley.
Before making suggestions concerning further means of gaining local
landowner support it would be beneficial to study the attitudes of Cache
Valley farmers toward pheasant habitat management.

This type of

information has been drawn from the questionnaire sent by the UDWR to
landowners during the time that the Pheasant Habitat Management Program
was being de vel oped (see Chapter Four, p. 37).

Pertinent information has

also been drawn from the notes on interviews and meetings with Benson
1andowners (see p. 38) .
Finally, using all the above information, suggestions will be made
concerning future attempts at improving pheasar'c habitat in the Valley.
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Current Efforts
The trend on Cache Valley farmland has been toward putting more
land into production and thereby removing fencerows, field borders,
ditches, windbreaks etc.
road (Huber, 1983).

Numerous landowners now farm right up to the

Cache Valley farmers

no~1

have bigger and better

machinery so that every possible acre is plowed leaving few odd areas
for pheasant habitat (Winn, 1983).

Many farmers · are concerned about

environmental quality but for the farmer trying to earn a living,
practices which enhance the quality of pheasant habitat must fit within
the framework of making his farm an economically viable operation (Pope
I I I and Heady, 1982) .

Due to land costs and the resultant lack of

revenue, it would cost a local farmer approximately $200 per acre per
year to leave land in an unproductive state in an effort to benefit
pheasants (Winn, 1983).

The provision of crucial pheasant habitat

elements on Cache Valley farmland is therefore becoming primarily
limited to those odd areas which cannot be farmed.
Two federal programs currently in operation includE provisions for
improving this deteriorating habitat situation .

These are the

Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP) and the Payment-in-Kind (PIK)
program .

Both are administered by the Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service (ASCS).
The Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP) is the principal means
by which the Federal government shares with farmers and ranchers the
cost of implementing approved soil, water, woodland, and wildlife
conservation practices on their land to help insure the productive
capacity of American agriculture (Utah State

ASCS Office, 1979) .

The

farmer is required to follow a specific procedure in order to obtain
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cost-share funds to help him implement a conservation practice on his
land.

This procedure is as follows:
The farmer must fill out an application for financial aid on a
specific improvement project.
The application is referred to the SCS for assessment of technical
feasibility and actual designing of the improvement.
The county ASCS must approve the project; all requests are made and
approved locally by an elected colllnittee which includes local
farmers.
If approved, the project may be installed.
The SCS conducts a performance review of the completed project .
If approved, the farmer must then submit a cost report to the ASCS.
The ASCS pay approximately 50 percent of costs depending on which
practice is installed.
The farmer must maintain the improvement for the number of years
specified by the ASCS or repay the cost-share money.

The funds used for this program are appropriated by Congress and
allocated to individual State ASCS offices on a formula basis.

State

offices in turn allocate funds to the county offices (Tuttle, 1983) .
The Cache County ASCS cornnittee receives $100,000 annually for the
ACP program.

Of this amount the maximum allocation per individual

enrolled in Annual Agreements (ANA) is S3500.

Long-Term Agreements

(LTA) authorize farmers to enter into from three to ten year contracts
for carrying out conservation practices.

A larger amount of money is

allocated to LTAs depending on the practice and the farmer is made aware
at the beginning of the project what the total amount will be, however
he is paid in increments after each phase of the project is completed
(Hurst , 1983). Several of the available practices may benefit pheasants
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indirectly, however, two are suggested specifically for wildlife habitat
improvement:
WL1 Permanent Wildlife Habitat and
WL2 Shallow Water Areas for Wildlife
The first practice, WL1, authorizes cost-sharing for the establishment
or improvement of vegetative cover which will provide permanent habitat,
food or cover for wildlife and erosion control.
control grazing is also cost-shared.
for at least five years.

Fencing the area to

This practice must be maintained

The second practice, WL2, authorizes

cost-sharing for the development or restoration of a shallow water area,
eligible plantings for habitat cover or food and permanent fencing to
protect the area from grazing.

A ten-year minimum maintenance period is

required for this practice (see Appendix A for details)(Tuttle, 1983).
In Cache Valley in 1983, only one WL2 practice was enrolled and no Wll
practices (Hurst, 1983).

The following practices, although not

specifically suggested for wildlife habitat improvement, could also
benefit the pheasant:
SL1 Permanent Vegetative Cover Establishment
SL2 Permanent Vegetative Cover Improvement
SL7 Windbreak Restoration or Establishment
SL11 Permanent Vegetative Cover on Critical Areas
SP Special Conservation Practices
Practice Sll provides cost-sharing for the establishment of permanent
vegetative cover on farm or ranch land subject to wind or water erosion.
The area must be protected from grazing and maintained for a minimum of
five years.

Although this practice has been implemented on a limited

basis in Cache Valley in past years, none were enrolled in 1983.
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Practice SL2 provides cost-sharing for the improvement or protection of
land already in permanent vegetative cover to control erosion .
year maintenance period is assigned to this practice also.

A five

Four SL2

practices were enrolled in Cache Valley for 1983.
Practice SL7 provides cost-sharing for planting trees or shrubs as
needed for restoring or establishing field or farmstead windbreaks.
Fencing the area is also covered by cost-share money.
period here is for a minimum of ten years.

The maintenance

This practice has received

little attention in the past and in 1983 no SL7 practices were enrolled
in Cache Valley.

Practice SL11 provides cost-sharing for the

establishment of permanent vegetative cover on critical areas which are
subject to erosion such as, gullies, banks, logging trails and roads,
roadsides, field borders etc.
minimum maintenance period.

This practice requires a five-year
As with the above practices SL11 has

received little attention and in 1983 no SL11 practices were enrolled in
Cache Valley.
Practice SP provides for the development of special permanent type
erosion and sediment control practices to solve a specific 1 ocal problem
which may not be addressed by established program practices.

An example

might be minimum tillage for which there is currently a practice code at
the national level but not yet at the State level.
The ACP practice which is the most popular in Cache Valley and Utah
is:
\~C4

Irrigation Water Conservation

In 1982, 76 percent of State money was allocated for this practice.
This year in Cache Valley, 50
all enrolled practices).

~IC4

practices ·,yere enrolled (75 percent of

Unfortunately, this practice would be more
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likely to destroy than to improve pheasant habitat since cost-sharing is
provided here for permanently installing lined irrigation ditches (see
Appendix

A for more detailed information on above practices)(Hurst,

1983) .

As can be seen, the ACP does include provisions for improving
pheasant habitat although implementation is lacking.

It appears that in

Cache Valley this program may actually be more detrimental to pheasant
habitat than beneficial.

If, in the future, more emphasis were to be

placed on favorable practices discussed, the potentia 1 of this program
for improving pheasant habitat could be great.

The lik elihood of such

a shift in emphasis is doubtful.
The ASCS also administers the PIK program.

This plan was initiated

this year to encourage farmers to further reduce crop acreages of wheat,
corn, sorghum, upland cotton and rice.

In return for participation, the

producer will receive an amount of the government-stored commodity, or a
check for the commodity at market prices as payment for reducing a
specified percentage of his crop base acreage.

The primary requirement

is that the reduced or diverted acreage be devoted to a conservation use
approved by the county ASC committee in consultation with the SCS
District Conservationist.

When deciding on the conservation measures

they plan to institute, farmers are encouraged to consider the
following:

the soil and water conservation benefits, protection of

wildlife, and the long-term nutrient returns from a well chosen cover
crop.
Protective cover on the diverted acreage may be provided by annual,
biennial, or perennial grasses or legumes.

Small grains may also be

used as cover but either the seed must be planted too 1ate to form grain
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or the grain must be clipped.
protective crop.

Residue or stuble may also serve as a

Other cover or plantings, particularly thos e

beneficial to wildlife, may be developed if approved by ASCS.

Grazing

is prohibited during the growing season and where mowing is necessary to
control weeds, the county committee will specify a time compatible with
wildlife and prior to weed seed formation.

Eligible cropland may be

converted to noncrop conservation uses such as, sod waterways, filter
strips, terraces, water storage, and forests.

Another suggested

alternative is the development of properly designed wildlife food plots
or managed habitat.
The county ASC committees have been encouraged to offer
cost-sharing under the ACP for permanent vegetative cover practices and
other permanent type practices such as sediment retention, erosion or
water control structures, sod waterways and permanent wildlife habitat
(USDA Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, 1983).
In Cache Valley, 12,200 acres (95 percent of eligible lands)
enrolled in the PIK program.

1~ere

The most popular conservation practice

implemented was a protective cover crop (see Appendix B for details on
approved cover and practices).

Farmers who had planted wheat last fall

either left it unharvested or mowed it and left it on the ground.
farmers planted alfalfa and will not harvest it until next year.

Some
To

date there have been no requests for the development of wildlife food
plots.
The PIK program is currently only operating on an annual basis but
there has been a proposal to extend the program into 1984 (Hurst, 1983).
From all available information it appears that the PIK program could
definitely benefit the pheasant through added habitat acreage.
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Hopefully the program wi 11 receive sufficient 1andowner support to
remain in operation .

Other States Efforts
In the past, state-sponsored habitat management programs commonly
have offered indirect or non-economic incentives such as signage, and
other protection from trespass, access centro 1 , recognition, techni ca 1
advice, and plant materials (Teer, Burger and Deknatel, 1983).

For the

purpose of gaining current information for this thesis, letters were
sent to 40 state fish and game departments across the nation requesting
any available information on habitat management programs (See Appendix C
for sample letter).

Thirty-two states responded.

Using the information

gained from this survey and another recent survey done by James G. Teer,
George V. Burger and Charles Y. Deknatel, a brief overview of other
states efforts will be presented here.
Of the 32 states responding to this student's survey, only those
whose programs appear to have the most promise VIi 11 be reviewed here.
Information gained from the survey done by Teer et. al will give a more
general overview of habitat programs across the nation.
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is operating the program
which is most frequently discussed in the literature.

Nebraska's

liildl ife Habitat Program has been in operation for over six years.
Funding for the program is provided by the revenues of a $7.50 Habitat
Stamp which is required annually of persons hunting or trapping in
Nebraska after January 1977.

Habitat Stamp sales have averaged about a

seven percent increase per year.
remain static.

Sales are expected to level off and
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The Private Lands Habitat Program, comprising one third of the
total program, is administered through the Natural Resources Districts .
I t is intended to establish or maintain habitat on private lands
throughout the state .

In 1982, there were 45,854 acres enrolled in this

program with 2,126 cooperators statewide.

Generally, the Commission

provides 75 percent of contract costs, and Natural Resource Districts
supply 25 percent.
The program consists of four practices:
Practice I- The cooperator must establish permanent vegetative
cover on margi na 1 1ands now in crop production. The mini mum area
is 5 acres per cooperator , with a maximum of 80 acres. The
contract must run 3 to 10 years. The maximum payment is $35 per
year, however, the 1andowner receives an addition a1 $25 per acre
the first year for soil preparation costs.
Practice II - This practice is designed to protect wetlands and
other areas where grasses, legumes, and/or woody vegetation already
occur. Contracts are for 10 years for a mimirnum of 3 acres and a
maximum of 40 acres per cooperator. Annual payments range from
$7.50 to $15 per acre per year depending on the nature of the
tract.
Practice III - This practice encourages the farmer to plant sweet
clover with oats. The oats may be harvested and sold, but the
clover must remain through the second February of the two-year
contract period. The plot must be between 10 and 80 acres in size
per cooperator. Annual payments are S30 per acre.
Practice IV -The nature of this practice is decided by the Natural
Resource District in order to meet specific regional needs.
Each practice offers $2.50 per acre per year additional payment for
allowing public access for hunting or fishing.

Approximately 45 percent

of the landowners have taken advantage of this offer.
Thus far, Nebraska's program is doing well and is increasing public
awareness of wildlife habitat (Edwards, 1982).
The Iowa Conservation Commission is also operating a program funded
by Habitat Stamp sales, the Switchgrass Cost-Sharing Program.
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Switchgrass is a warm-season native prairie grass which can supply
excellent forage for cattle during hot summer months when cool-season
grasses are dormant.

Cattlemen are in favor of this program since a

pasture rotation system which incorporates both cool-season grasses and
switchgrasses is more efficient.

Cattle are removed from grazed

cool-season pastures in late June, and placed in switchgrass pastures
during July and August.
cool-season pastures.

In the fall, the cattle are returned to the
This practice allows continuous grazing through

the growing season and improves weight gain for steers.
The advantages of this program to wildlife are obvious.

Studies

conducted by Commission biologists have shown that switchgrass pastures
are utilized as nesting cover by pheasants.

Additionally, if the

switchgrass is properly managed, it should be free from cattle grazing
disturbance and hay harvest until after the completion of peak nesting.
Funds from Habitat Stamp sales are used to cost-share the
establishment of switchgrass on pl"ivate land.

In exchange for the

cost-sharing payments, landowners are required to sign a five-year
contract covering management of the planting (Iowa Conservation
Commission, n.d.).
Unfortunately, switchgrass does not grow well in Cache Valley.
Nevertheless, the idea is i nnov ati ve and perhaps caul d be ex tended to
another 1varm-season species.
The Indiana Division of Fish and Wildlife offers a wide array of
interesting programs.

There are seven individual programs which could

potentially benefit the pheasant.

Those which apply to private land

will be discussed here .
Game Bird Habitat Program- This program is funded by the sale of
game bird habitat stamps to Indiana hunters. Through this program,
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landowners may be reimbursed up to $75 per acre for creating and / or
maintaining game bird habitat. The habitat practices implemented
must be approved by a Division biologist.
Wildlife Habitat Cost-Share Project- This program provides
cost-share monies for such wildlife benefiting practices as tree
and shrub plantings, windbreaks, herbaceous food and cover
plantings, brushpile construction and nest box construction. The
maximum cost-share is $1,000 per landowner per year and must not
exceed 90 percent of the cost of the project.
Classified Wildlife Habitat Project- This program enables private
landowners to classify wildlife land and ease the property tax
burden. The Classified Wildlife Habitat Act allows private
landowners to receive property tax benefits for setting aside a
parcel of land and following certain restrictions. The assessed
value of classified lands is reduced to $1.00 per acre.
Public Involvement Project- Following the belief that a strong
information and education program is crucial to any wildlife
program, Indiana's Division of Fish and Wildlife publishes a
bi-monthly newsletter, sponsors a weekly radio program and
operaties an awards program. The primary message being conveyed is
the importance of wildlife habitat development (Indiana Division of
Fish and Wildlife, n.d.) .
These programs, if well-supported, could have a very beneficial
impact on pheasant populations.

The fact that a public information and

education program is promoted suggests there is hope for successful
results.
The Wildlife Bureau in Connecticut has another interesting approach
to habitat management.

The major cooperative state-private effort here

is the State-wide Agricultural Agreement Program.

Under this program,

cooperating farmers may use selected parcels of state lands for
producing crops in exchange for the provision of a variety of services
to the state.

Applicable services include stl'ip mowing, planting food

plots, leaving portions of crops standing, or other habitat manipulation
practices designed to increase use of the area by farr.1 wildlife species
(Clavette, 1983).

Since this program appears to be mutually beneficial

to both the 1 andowner and 1vi 1 dl ife, it shows promise.

The state,
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however, must have enough surplus fertile land in desirable locations to
assure program success.
The programs offered by the four states just discussed are by no
means representative of all programs across the nation.

They do,

however, appear to be some of the more promising in terms of potential
long-term success.

Some other state programs will be discussed in the

fi na 1 chapter in terms of how they might contribute to solving the
pheasant habitat deterioration in Utah.

The findings of Teer et al.,

which follow, cover briefly the programs available in other states.
In the survey done by Teer et al., only 13 of the 50 states had no
type of wildlife program.

tlany of the states responding did not offer

specific, organized and budgeted programs; however their personnel
provide technical assistance when requested.

As in the past, the

provision of technical advice and plant materials remains the most usual
service provided by the states (see Table

2 )(Teer et al., 1983).

According to these surveys, habitat management is centered in the
farm and wetland areas of the mid-continent states.

There is a lack of

habitat programs in the 17 western states because a great part of the
land is federally owned, and few of the states have chosen to allocate
funds into the management of private lands .
current state programs offered.

Table 3 summarizes the

Specific ideas from these and other

states' programs which could easily be adapted to Utah will be discussed
in the final chapter.

Local Landowner Attitudes
Toward Ha bitat Management
In 1976, a questionnaire

(discussed briefly in Chapter Four) was

sent by the UDWR to a sample of license-buying sportsmen and landholders
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Table 2.

Habitat management programsa supported by state funds in 1982
(Teer et al, 1983).

Activity

States

Provision of technical advice

AL,
GA,
KS,
MN,
NJ,
OK,
TN,

Provision of plant materials

AR, CO, !A, IL, IN, KS,
LA, MA, MD, MN, MO, NE,
NC, OH, OR, PA, Rl, TN,
WI.

Provision of signage

CO, IL, IN, KA, MD, NC,
NE, OH, OR, PA, RI, SD.

Provision of labor

CO, lA, IL, KS, LA, MN,
MO, OR, PA, WI.

Conservation easements and
tax credits
Cost-sharing with landowner
and direct payments

Agreements made with landowner
to maintain practices

AR,
HI,
KY,
MO,
NM,
OR,
TX,

CA,
!A,
LA,
MS,
NY,
PA,
VT,

CO,
ID,
ME,
MT,
NC,
Rl,
HA,

CN,
IL,
MD,
NE,
ND,
SC,
WI,

FL,
IN,
Ml,
NH,
OH,
SD,
HY,

co, HI, !A, IN, MD, MN,
MT, NH, OR.
co, !A, IN, KS, KY, MD,
r1N, NE, ND, OH, OR, PA,
SD, HI.
co, !A, IL, IN, LA, MN,
NE, ND, OH, OR, PN, RI,
SD, WI.

aEvery state that reported some type of habitat management provided technical assistance to landowners by visits to the field. Some of these
states had extension personnel whose main job was to work with landowners in wildlife management activities.

Table 3.

State budgets, sources of f~nds, species featured, and name of programs for wildlife habitat
management on private lands (Teer et al, 1983).

State

Most recent amount
budgeted
(dollars)

Source of
funds

Arkansas

78,000

Appropriated by
legislature and game
and fish funds

All species

Acres for vii l dl ife

Colorado

212,840

License fees

Pheasant

Pheasant habitat program
lvi l dl i fe habitat improvement
program

Florida

40,000

Appropriated by
legis lature and
license fees

Deer, waterfowl

Georgia

3,960

Appropriated by
legislature and
license fees

Species
emphasized

Name of program
or
activity

Acres for wildlife

Illinoi s

25,000

License fees

A11 species

Acres for wildlife
Private lands habitat program

Indiana

37,000

License fees
habitat stamp

Pheasant, turkey,
quail, non-game
species

Game bird habitat program
Wi ldlife habitat cost-share
project
Wildlife habitat trust areas

182,000

License fees

All species

Switchgrass program
Farm game habitat pro~ram

Iowa

Ul
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Table 3.
State

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Continued
Most recent
amount budgeted
(dollars)

Species
emphasized

Name of program
or
activity

59,176

License fees

All species

Wildlife habitat improvement
program

8,420

License fees

All spec i es

Technica l guidance program

Appropriated by
legislat ure

All species

Acres for wild 1i fe

License fees

Waterfowl and
upland game
species

Waterfowl restoration
program
Acres for wildlife
Cooperative managed hunting
areas

ll4,000

Maryland

7,444

chi gan

466,623

t~i

Source of
funds

Land lease program for
public hunting

Minnesota

4,570,000

Genera 1 funds appropriated by legislature game and fish
funds

\·Jaterfowl, deer
pheasant, nongame

State water bank
vii 1dl i fe habitat improvement
program
Wet land tax exemption and
credit program

Missouri

1,050,921

License fees and
sales tax (l/8 of
1%)

Upland game and
Forest game

Planning ahead for wildlife
surviva l program
Field services program
Expanded private land habitat
program

"'
"'

Table 3.

Continued.

State

Most recent
amount budgeted
(dollars)

Montana
Nebraska

900,000

New Hampshire
86,875

North Carolina

79,700

Ohio

Oregon
Pennsylvania

Species
emphasized

Name of program
or
activity

Tax deduction

Big game

Conservation easement program

Habitat stamp

Pheasant

Wildlife habitat program

Tax deduction

New York

North Dakota

Source of
funds

Forest wildlife Current use assessment law
Upland game

Farm cooperative planning
program

License fees

Deer, dove,
bob1·1hi te,
rabbit

Public hunting grounds
(RENEW) program
Wildlife habitat improvement
Planting materials program

Habitat stamp
Interest money
program

Upland birds

~lildlife

79,000

License fees

Upland game

Wildlife habitat restoration
programs for private agricultural lands

400,000

License fees

Big game

Green forage

1,039,069

License fees

Pheasant

Cooperative farm game program
Pheasant recovery program
Safety zone program
Cooperative forest game program

555,000

habitat restoration
programs for private agricultural lands

Ol
(J)

Table 3.

Continued.

State

Most recent amount
budgeted
(dollars)

Rhode Island
So uth Carolina

South Dakota

\vi scons in

1

Name of program
or
activity

Species
emphasized

3,000

Forest game

License fees

66,000

Quai 1, rabbits, dove,
waterfowl

Appropriated hy
legislature
State duck stamp

Pheasant

License fees
South Dakota pheasant program
Pheasant restoration
habitat stamp

All species

License fees

Farm

Anterless deer
hunting permits
License fees

Forest wildlife

vJildlife habitat improvement
program

License fees

Quai 1

Acres for wildlife
Experimental quail management
\vi sconsin project respect

610,000

Tennessee
Vermont

Source of
funds

65,475

121 ,000

Sma ll game program

~arne

pro<1ram

only states that provided more than technical assistance in 1982 are included.

~
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operating farmland in the more prominant pheasant producing counties of
the state.

Interviews were also conducted with selected landholders in

Cache County .

The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the

attitudes of sportsmen and landowners toward pheasant hunting and a
habitat program.

Fifteen of Utah's 29 counties were sampled.

The rate

of return for the questionnaire was less than desireable (42 percent for
landholders and 35 percent for sportsmen)(Olsen, 1976).

Nevertheless,

the responses should be carefully considered before de vel oping future
habitat programs.
The questionnaire sent to landowners was designed to assess their
attitudes toward

pheasant hunting;

willingness to implement habitat

improvements; incentive requirements for providing habitat; willingness
to cooperate in a pheasant management area program.

The questionnaire

also served to gather information on farming operations.
A suimlary of responses to this questionnaire indicate the following
about the Utah landowner:
He has a favorable overall attitude toHard pheasants and pheasant
hunting as a sport.
He is, in most instances, willing to allow pheasant hunters on his
land, but would 1 ike hunters to ask permission . In return he asks
only for reimbursement for damages and occasional recognition.
He is concerned over pheasants' welfare, but feels predation and
overhunting are chief causes of decline followed by habitat
deficiency. Host 1andowners prescribe predator control and shorter
seasons as cures for pheasant population declines.
Overall, he does not look favorably at increasing pheasant cover on
his farm, but appears to be more willing to provide habitat
improvements if incentives are provided. He chooses the following
incentives in order of attractiveness: trespass enforcement with
limited landowner involvement, reimbursement for hunter-caused
damages, and subsidy payments for improving pheasant cover.
He expects to be completely reimbursed for expenses involved should
he develop improved pheasant habitat yet does not want technical
as s istance from UDWR.
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He owns a farm which is approximately 40-320 acres but probably
between 80 and 320 acres. His chief farming interests are
non-dairy livestock and hay and feed grains.
There is approximately a 50-50 chance that he will have an
additional source of income to his farming interests. He has
graduated from high school and may have attended college; is over
35, most likely over 45, and is male (Olsen, 1976).
An important point to note from these results is that the Utah
landowner does not realize that habitat deterioration is the main factor
contributing to pheasant population declines.
and overhunting as the real culprits.

He points to predation

It is small wonder then that he

is less than willing to put time, energy and dollars into habitat
improvements.

Nevertheless, he might be 1·1illing to provide habitat

improvements if desireable incentives are provided.
Questionnaire results applicable directly to Cache Valley showed
that of 114 landholders surveyed, 4o would be willing to improve cover
for pheasants while 68 would not .

However if desireable incentives were

provided 64 of 102 landholders surveyed would be willing to participate
in a habitat program while 33 would not.

When given a choice of nine

incentives, Cache Valley landowners rated them according to their
desireability. These incentive s are listed below in order from most to
least desireable to Cache Valley landowners (there is a tie for third
most desireable):
1.

Reimbursement for hunter-caused property damages.

2.

Enforcement of trespass laws without requiring landowners to
sign a complaint for each offense.

3.

Subsidy payments made directly to farmers for providing
pheasant cover.

4.

Technical assistance on habitat improvements.

5.

Free seed and planting stock to be used for habitat
improvements.
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6.

Cost-sharing on habitat improvements.

7.

Public recognition for wildlife service.

8.

Hunter access fees paid to farmer.

9.

Other (Olsen, 1978).

As can be seen the attitudes of the Cache Valley farmer do not differ
greatly from those of other Utah farmers.
It was mentioned in Chapter Four that the now defunct Benson
Pheasant Hunting Unit in Cache Valley was chosen as an experimental area
for initial implementation of the UDWR's proposed Pheasant Habitat
Management Program.

At that time each available landowner (11 0 out of

the 121 landowners comprising the unit) was interviewed and presented
with the project proposal.

Those not interviewed were either

"non-resident" landowners, utility companies or government agencies
holding land in the area.

Later a meeting was held with hunting unit

officers and finally a public meeting was planned to involve all
landowners as a group.

From these contacts with the Benson landowners

several items of pertinent information were gained. The local social
ties resulting primarily from religious affiliation in the area are
strong.

Farmers are very reluctant to commit themselves to a habitat

management program until they know their neighbors attitudes and how
their own property might be involved .

Even then, interviews indicated

that community members leave most decisions concerning the pheasant hunt
to their elected unit officers.

When UDWR personnel met with hunting

unit officers, they noted a definite reluctance to make any co111nittments
for unit participation evident.
From these interviews UDWR biologists were able to summarize l ocal
farmers attitudes toward participation in a habitat management program
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as follows:
86 percent indicated that they would participate if their neighbors
did
14 percent wanted no part in providing habitat
These results suggest that there is potential for gaining local
landowner cooperation if appropriate encouragement is provided.

It

almost appears that if one prominent member of the farming community,
perhaps a unit officer, could be convinced of the importance of habitat
management for the pheasant, the others would be more inclined to get
involved.
Comments made during interviews and meetings did indicate some
specific reservations of local farmers which should be considered.
1.

They were concerned that the proposed program would be costly
and interfere with their farming operation.

2.

They felt that the program represented another governmental
interference in their private affairs.

3.

It was felt that habitat improvements would serve as an inlet
to weed invasion.

4.

They expressed concern regarding the preservation of strip
cover along fences and ditches. Many farmers graze cropland
after harvest and the cost of fencing to preserve strips would
be prohibitive.

5.

They were also concerned over the UDWR's requirement of a
public permit sale since they desire complete control of permit
sales (Olsen, 1976). Funds collected from these sale s in
excess of damage claims were often used for local community
projects (Leatham, 1981).

It is obvious from the above that for a habitat program to be
instituted in this area, it must be designed such that the majority of
responsibility is in the hands of the landowners with limited guidance
from UDWR biologists.
necessary.

Some type of subsidy payment would also be

The expressed fear of weed invasion points again to the lack
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of information provided to the farmer since weed control is a minor
problem in habitat management.
As has already been mentioned, questionnaires were also sent to
Utah sportsmen.

In

revie1~ing

the summary of this questionnaires'

responses, three characteristics of Utah hunters were noted which should
be considered here .
1.

The average pheasant hunter is of the op1n10n that the
landowner is justified in wanting to know who is on his
property at all times. The average hunter feels that the
trespass law should be rigidly enforced. According to him, the
landowners close land to hunting for two main reasons :
protection of family and property or previous distasteful
encounters with sportsmen.

2.

The average pheasant hunter is not willing to pay more than
three dollars for a permit to hunt on private land. He is,
however, willing to pay more for a permit if the landowner
provides habitat improvement for pheasants. A clearly defined
acceptable price was not indicated.

3.

The average pheasant hunter feels that pheasant popu 1ati on
declines are primarily due to habitat deficiencies followed by
overhunting and predation. His suggested cures are: habitat
improvements, stocking pen-raised birds and predator control
( 01 sen, 1976) .

The important points to note here are that the Utah hunter realizes the
importance of habitat management to pheasant populations and is willing
to pay more for a hunting permit if his money will be used for habitat
improvement.

In addition, the average hunter respects the 1 andowner' s

concern for his property.
The information presented in this section concerning landowner and
sportsman attitudes toward a pheasant habitat management program is
critically important and must be integrated into future program
proposals if any degree of success is to be attained.
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CHAPTER VI
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
P.fter reviewing previous and current attempts to deal with the
problem of pheasant population declines (both locally and across the
nation) and studying local attitudes on the subject, it is now
appropriate to discuss potential solutions to the problem.
course no single solution and

There is of

all available options must be considered.

Proposals range from educational programs which encourage voluntary
adoption of conservation practices to mandated limits and regulations.
Several feasible solutions will be discussed in this section.

Public Information and Education
Judging from the responses to the UDWR's 1976 Landholder
Questionnaire, one of the greatest obstacles to a pheasant habitat
management program in Cache Valley is the lack of knowledge on the part
of the landowner concerning the relationship between his land and the
pheasant population decline.

Until he is made aware of the importance

of habitat management to pheasant populations the landowner cannot be
expected to support any habitat improvement programs.

It therefore

seems obvious that the first and most important step toward solving the
problem at hand is to launch an intensive public education effort.
The state of Vermont's Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program serves
as a good example of a program whose success is largely attributable to
an organized and intensive education program.

Vermont Fish and

Ga~e

personnel developed a public relations plan which directs informational,
educational and publicity materials at private

land01~ners,

managers, sportsmen and other interested publics.

land

A variety of
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corrmunication techniques have been employed to heighten public awareness
and motivate participation:
1.

A newsletter, "Habitat Highlights", is published quarterly and
distributed to natural resource managers, private landowners,
legislators, sportsmen's clubs and the media. The newsletter
contains pertinent information concerning the Habitat Program
and/or habitat management practices (see Appendix D for
sample).

2.

Three minute radio tapes on habitat management have been
broadcast monthly on the UV~1 Extension Service Radio Uet1;ork
which includes 19 radio stations in the state (see Appendix
for sample script).

3.

Shows have been aired on the Extension Service's "Across the
Fence", an 18 minute noontime television prograr.r (see Appendix
for sample script).

4.

Press releases and newsletter and magazine articles have been
prepared (see Appendix G for sample).

5.

A directory of habitat management assistance, "Give Us a Call",
has been developed for land managers and private landowners
(see Appendix H for sample).

6.

The Habitat Publicist developed and coordinated several
training sessions for private landowners and land managers on a
regular basis to convey habitat management information and
establish working relationships. He and Habitat Biologists
spoke to close to .5,000 individuals at more than llO speaking
engagements (Vermont Department of Fish and Game, 1982).

These techniques could also be used in Cache Valley.

A public

relations program of this type would be easier to impl ement if one
individual, such as Vermont's Habitat Publicist, was hired whose sole
responsibility involved informing the public of the importance of
habitat management.
An informed public (including students, conservation organizations,
sportsmen

landowners and interested citizens) can more easily be

encouraged to participate in planning, hearings, political campaigns and
other areas where support for a habitat management program can be gained
(\<alton, 1981).
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Once public awareness of the problem is developed, a transfer of
knowledge about practices which can solve the problem should begin
{Christensen and Norris, 1983) .

This could be done in a number of ways.

The communication techniques used in Vermont would also be effective in
this endeavor.

However, a seemingly more effective method for

transferring information would be through actively involving local
organizations such as Boy Scouts of America, 4-H Clubs, Future Farmers
of America, Girl Scouts, Bridgerland Audubon Society, Sierra Club, Cache
Gun Club, USU student Chapter of The Wildlife Society, etc., in habitat
management projects.

This would not only involve various sectors of the

local public but would also serve as a means to acquiring community
recognition of the landowners efforts .
l~ildlife"

One such program is "Acres for

which has been adopted by several states and has in fact been

considered in Utah {see Chapter Four, p. 35 ).

The program essentially

requires that a landowner fence and retain an acre or more of land
specifically for habitat for wildlife.

In Wyoming the Game and Fish

Department began an Acres for Wildlife program with 4-H clubs in that
state.

Individual members or groups of members were encouraged to find

a plot of eligible land and enroll it in the program .
l~yomi

With the aid of

ng Game and Fish Department personnel 4-H members attempted to

improve the plot for wildlife {see Appendix I
of program) {Corsi, 1983).

for detailed description

This approach could be effectively used for

several of the organizations listed.

To assure successful application

of conservation practi ces technical assistance from UDHR biologists
would be necessary.

Actual on-site implementation of practices would be

done by the local organization and the landowner, thus mimimizing the
government intervention whi ch local landowners dislike.
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Incentives
Public information and education programs are crucial to the
success of any habitat management program but they may be of 1 imi ted
effectiveness when instituted ;li thout some type of incentive for the
landowner to cooperate.

Incentives may be divided into two categories,

economic and non-economic.
Non-economic incentives could be something as simple as a personal
sense of fulfillment for the landowner or community recognition of
habitat improvements (through such means as posting signs on the
landowners property which indicate his involvement in habitat
management )(McConnell , 1981).
1~ould

Another non-monetary incentive which

be particularly attractive to local landowners might be the

institution of adequate trespass laws which are rigidly enforced
(Walton, 1981).
"The land the pheasant manager needs for growing pheasants will
also grow corn.

So the pheasant he grows must 1 i terally be purchased in

terms of the amount of corn, or rice or hay that a farmer would have to
sacrifice" U1acMullan, 1961).

In order to purchase that pheasant

economic incentives are required.

Economic incentives may inc 1 ude

cost-sharing land management practices such as those sponsored by the
ASCS (McConnell, 1981).

In some states (eg. North Dakota) the fish and

game agency will augment the cost-share monies allocated by the ASCS for
practices which benefit wildlife habitat (North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, n.d.).
The most frequently mentioned economic incentive in the literature
de a 1s with taxes.

Several states have sought to encourage conservation
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of wildlife habitat through reduction in property taxes.

This may be

done either by zoning or by a direct reduction in property taxes on land
which is placed in a state program designed to preserve wildlife land
for the future.

Minnesota, for example, has begun an innovative

property tax credit program to pre serve wetlands and native prairie
(Shelton, 1982).

In 1979, the Minnesota legislature enacted the Wetland

Tax Credit Law which added wetlands to the list of tax exempt properties
such as churches, hospitals etc.

This la11 also provides a tax credit on

other taxable lands owned by the landowner who agrees to maintain his
wetlands in a natural state.

The amount of credit allov1ed is 3/ 4 of one

percent of the highe st valued cropland in eac h tovmship for each acre of
wetland preserved (Berryman, 1979).
In 1980 the

~1innesota

legi slature amended the Wetland Tax Credit

Law such that preserved native prairies are eligible for the same
property tax exemption and a similar tax credit.

Since native prairie

is more productive than wetland, the tax cred it is set at 1.5 percent of
the market value of an acre of nearby cropland.

To receive the tax

credit for preservation of either wetland or prairie, the landowner must
agree to maintain these l ands in their natural state for one year.
retains all ot her rights (Peterson and Madsen, 1981).

He

Thus far the

program i s being well received by Minnesota landovmers (Shelton, 1982).
In order to offset the resultant lo ss of local revenue from
property taxes, the Minnesota legislature provided that these deficits
would be financed from the State's General Revenue Fund.

In this 1vay

all taxpayers in the state he lp to bear the expenses of maintaining
wetlands and native prairie.

If public interests in privately owned

natural resources are to be strengthened, it seems appropriate that the
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public fu lfi 11 an ob 1i gati on to the private 1ando~mer to make it worth
his while to provide these public benefits (Peterson and Madsen, 1981).A
similar program could be initiated for pheasant habitat in Cache Valley.
The major obstacle would be encouraging legislative action.

Here the

driving force of an educated public demanding legislation to protect the
pheasant would be necessary, and an effective lobby of special interest
groups interested in increasing pheasant numbers.
On October 14, 1980, the President signed into law two new ta x
incentives which could benefit pheasant habitat.

All persons who plant

trees on their property can take advantage of these incentives.

First,

if a landowner spends S10,000 for tree planting costs (eg. site
preparation, seeds and seedlings, labor) he may subtract a ten percent
i nv estment tax credit ( $1000) from the amount of taxes he
federal government.

o~1es

the

Secondly, he may deduct the full $10,000 from

yearly earnings over a seven year period.

The maximum expenditure

eligible with this tax treatment is $10,000 per year (Shelton, 1982).
These incenti ves could easily be applied to l ocal land01vners who plant
shel terbel ts on their farms and thus improve pheasant habitat.
Shelton (1982) suggests extending these incentives to reimburse
1andowners for other habitat enhancement projects.

He recor.1nends that

ASCS designate these projects and when a landowner completes one and has
it inspected by SCS, he co uld receive a document to be filed with his
tax return which would qualify him for a tax credit and depreciation for
the project (Shelton, 1982).

An extension such as that which he is

suggesting would again need the strong support of a public interested in
habitat improvement .
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Another economic incentive to consider is the leasing of hunting
rights (coranercial hunting or user-pay system).

The concept of "free

hunting" promotes the illusion that a hunter is guaranteed not only game
in the bag but a place to bag it simply because he paid the 1 icense fee.
As such,

the landowner has no incentive to maintain the habitat

(Gottschalk, 1977).

There is no guarantee that a landowner will improve

his leased acres for pheasants but under the user-pay system the
pheasant becomes an income-producing crop and s ince the income from that
crop will depend on how it is managed the landowner is encouraged to
preserve its habitat.

Leases may be per acre and/or per bird taken

(Teer et al, 1983).
Commercial hunting is a controversial issue since hunters do not
believe they should have to pay for something which they consider a
heritage while landowners are beginning to ask for compensation for the
provision of hunting (Teer et al ., 1983).

Hunters must be made av1are of

the real costs of providing wildlife habitat as opposed to other land
uses (Gottschalk, 1977).
Potential benefits of a user-pay system extend beyond the monetary
issue.

Hunters who lease land to hunt on generally return to that land

year after year.

As such they are more apt to take care of the property

and conduct themselves according to the rules stipulated by the
landowner.

They would also be inclined to help prevent trespassing

since a long-term lease develops a sense of ownership on the lands on
which they hunt (Burger & Teer, 1981).

Since prevention of property

damage and trespass control were reported to be the most desired
incentives by Cache Valley landowners followed by some form of subsidy
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payment, the concept of commercial hunting could be a viable solution to
pheasant population declines in the Valley .
Another type of incentive which

~ay

be considered

econo~ic

or

non-econmic, depending on the program involved is cross-compliance.
Cross-compliance is a method of joining commodity support and
conservation efforts.
and the

There are two approaches:

"requirements" approach.

tile "bonus" approach

In the "bonus" approach

far~ers

become eligible for extra benefits from other agricultural programs if
they participate in a conservation

The "requirements" approach

progra~.

dictates that a farmer cannot receive other program benefits unless he
participates in a conservation program.

This type of incentive is

attractive since it encourages coherence in federal programs for
agriculture.

Too often one

progra~

rewards a farmer for

non-conservation practices while another pays him to conserve
(Christensen and Norris, 1983).

Stocking Pen-Raised Birds
A technique often suggested in the past to improve pheasant
populations is stocking of pen-raised birds.
pen-raised pheasants to wild populations.

This entails adding

This game-bird was originally

introduced to this country in this manner but subsequent programs
designed to increase breeding season pheasant populations through
stocking have been unsuccessful.

The theory is that the first birds

introduced came from hybrid stock which possessed superior adaptive
traits.

These traits have apparently disappeared over the generations

leaving an essentially pure, but less adaptive, subspecies (Trautman,
1982).

The stocked birds are forced to compete with wild populations
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for life sustaining necessities .

Wild birds can survive the strain of

this COQpetition but the pen-raised birds cannot (Bremicker, 1983 ).
Stocking may pad the total hunter kill to some extent but it will not
prevent long-term population declines as a result of habitat
deterioration (Wagner et al, 1965).
Despite the negative comments a.bove, it is possible to utilize
stocking to the benefit of the pheasant.

In Kentucky, the stocking of

pen-raised quail is used as a public relations tool.

Landowners are

offered pen-raised birds as incentive for habitat improvement.
Cooperating landowners whose lands support normal quail populations do
not need to stock if they improve the habitat.

However, they appear to

take more interest in their projects if they are able to observe birds
which they released (Durell,1983).
If a program of stocking pheasants in Cache Valley was instituted
as a public relations measure, the birds could be raised as a project of
some of the 1oca 1 organizations discussed previously ( 4-H, Boy Scouts,
Cache Gun Club etc.) in an effort to involve other members of the
COJlJ11Uni ty.

Regulatory Programs
Even more controversial than commercial hunting as a means of
habitat protection are regulatory programs (Walton, 1981).

However, due

to limited success 1vith voluntary programs, interest has been stimulated
in this area (Christensen and Norris, 1983).

Two potential means of

habitat protection through r egulation warrant discussion here :
and prevention environmental law.

zoning
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Land use zoning may be defined as "the control of private 1y owned
real estate by public policy ... an exercise of the police power of
government first used to prevent intrusion of such nuisances as
slaughter houses in residential neighborhoods, but zoning has been
expanded in scope to control land use for most public benefits" (Walton,

1981, p. 198). Zoning may serve as a tool in the preservation of highly
valuable habitat .

In order for zoning to be used in such a way wildlife

interests would have to be very active participants in zoning programs
affecting wildlife habitat since the real test of a zoning proposal is
whether or not it can survive in the political arena (Walton, 1981).
Prevention environmental law involves national and state statutes
which regulate activities and impacts on the environment. Some examples
on the national level are the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and the Endangered Species Act.
NEPA in particular has evolved into an important tool for preserving
wildlife habitat on private lands when federal funds and major programs
or actions are involved since it requires that an environmental impact
statement be written (Walton, 1981).
Before instituting any form of regulatory program on private land,
policy-makers should carefully consider the added benefits expected and
determine whether they justify the increased public and private costs
(Christensen and Norris, 1983).
In Cache Valley, regulatory programs should doubtless be considered
as a last resort.

Local landowners have voiced an aversion to

government intervention in the management of their land and would
certainly be strongly opposed to any form of mandated program.
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Hopefully the plight of the pheasant can be reversed without resorting
to a regulatory solution.

Conclusion
As was stated in the introductory chapter, it is hoped that this
study might in some way contribute information necessary to i ni ti ate an
active program of pheasant habitat management on cropland in Utah.

A

quote from Trautman (1982, p. 46) suggests the dire consequences if
action is not taken in the near future to reverse the declining trend in
pheasant populations:

"The progeny of one pair of pheasants, free of

all environmental resistance, could potentially increase to 20 million
in ten years, even if birds lived only long enough to produce one brood.
Ten chicks from a pair of adults represent a 500 percent increase in the
population in one year.

This is known as the breeding potential (fixed

biological reproductive capacity) and constitutes the population
increase factor which is high for pheasants.
Con versely, environmental resistance consists of a variety of
population limiting factors (habitat-depleting changes in land use and
farming methods and other carrying capacity stresses affecting mortality
caused by weather, predators, hunting, accidents, diseases,
agrichemicals and possibly starvation ) that tend to offset the high
breeding potential.

If environmental resistance increases and, thus,

exceeds security afforded by the habitat, then the survival level and
population decline accordingly.

If the increase in environmental

resistance stabilizes at a higher intensity level, then survival
stabilizes at a new lower level .

A continuing increase in environmental

resistance may remove all security and result in population extinction."
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ACP Practices

1-UT~)

PART 2

68

W!.l

(Rev. 2)

PAR. fiB

PERMANENT WILDLIFE HABlTAT

*--A.

the purpose of this practice is to protect farmland from erosion--*
and provide permanent wildlife habitat cover or food.

*--B

~

*--C

Policies for this practice are as follows:--*

this practice to farmland needing protection from erosion--*
and which is suitably located and adapted to the estahlishment of permanent wildlife habitat.

Cost-sharing is authorized for:
Establishin~ or improvin~ a stand of trees, shrubs,
grasses, le~umes, or other vegetative cover which
will provide permanent habitat, food or cover for
wildlife and for erosion control.

Permanent fencing (excluding boundary and road
fences) needed to protect the area from grazin~ by
livestock or to re.eulate beneficial grazing of livestock .
Cost-sharin.2 for an eli~ible measure is limited to once
with the same person on the same acreap:e .
This practice s hall he maintained for a minimum of
years folJowin ~ the calendar year of installation.
Specifications .
Plantinrs must be in a c co rda nc e with a p l an de v el op ed
within the sc o pe of s tandards and specifications set
forth in the SCS Technical Guide.

,\11 secdin ;:: s shall b e with ada p ted seed which meets the
rt•quirements pf State seed laws.
FPncin,c m.:J.terials and construction shall be in accordanc e
with the ~pecifications set forth in the SCS Technic.11
Guide.

4-12-82

Technical Responsibilit \' .

As si,::ned to SCS .

Federal Cost-Sh;u c Le v el.

( Refer to para.2raph 3 F. )

Amend. 10

Pa.2e 57
(and 58 )
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1-UT(ACP)

PART 2

69

WL2

(Rev. 2)

PAR. 69

SHALLOW WATER AREAS FOR WILDLIFE

*--A

The purpose of this practice is to deve lop or restore shallow--*
water areas for wildlife.

*--B

~ t his practice to farmland

*--C

Policies for t his practice are as follows:--*

suitably located and adapted--*
to t h e development or restoration of shallow Yate r area$
for wildlife.

Plantin~s are limited to t hose within the floodable
area and plantings on any embankment constructed.

Cost-sharinj:i is authorized for:
Earthmovin~ to co nstruct dams, levees, shallow
o r dikes if needed to develop or restore
the shallow water area .

du~outs,

Eligihlc

plantin~s

fo r habitat cover or food.

Permanent fences (excluding boundary and r oad fences)
needed to protect the shallow water area from Rrazing
by domestic livestock.
This practice shall he maintained for a minim um of 10
years follouin,s! the cale n dar year of installation.
Specifications. All plans and construction must be in accordanct u ir h standards and specifications as set forth in
the SCS Technical Guide.

70 -100

4 - 12-82

Technical Responsibilitv.

Assi~ned

Federal Cost - Share Level.

(Refer to

to SCS.
para~raph

3 F.)

(Reserved)

Amend. 10

Page 59
(thru 100)
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PART 2

1-UT(ACP)

PART 2

51

SLl

(Rev . 2)

PAR.

51

REGULAR PRACTICES

PER.'IANENT VEGETATIVE COVER ESTABLISHMENT
A*--The purpose of this practice is to protect the soil and--*
reduce the pollution of water, air, or land from agricultural or silvicultural non-point sources.
8*--AE..E..!::t. this practice to farm or ranch land subject to wind--*
or water erosion to be established in permanent vegetative

C*--Polici;s for this practice are as follows:--*
Cost-sharing is authorized for eligible seed, seedbed
preparation, and seeding.
(See p3ragraph 6.)
Cost-sharing is not authorized for:
Clearing of rocks or other obstructions from the area
to be seeded.

Fenci ng .
Vegetative cover which includes only legumes .
*- -d

Converting land from a stand of merchantable or
partially merchantable timber or pulpwood to a grass
or legume cover . --*

The acreage seeded !:lUSt be protected from grazing by
domestic livestock until the stand is well established.
The vegetative cover must be maintained without additional cost-sharing for a minimum lifespan of. 5 years
following the calendar year in which the cover was
es t ablished. Cost-shares must be refunded if the farmer
destroys the cover during its lifespan.
Consideration should be given to the needs of \Jildlife
when determinations as to seed varieties and other pr.:~c
tice specifications are made.
Cost-share shall be limited to the minimum seed needed
to estcblish adequate cover to control erosion.
Specifications.
All seeding shall be with adapted seed which
requirements of State seed laws.

4-12-82

Amend. 10

mc~ts

the

P<tge 21

83
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1-UT(ACP) (Rev .

2)

P,\ R.

~1

Seeding must be by selection of one of the seedin,:: sper;ifications contained in Utah State University Circul.u

153 or from the SCS Technical Guide.
of eligible seed will qualify.

Varieties or strains

The substitution or addition of adapted :opecies of forbs
and shrubs may be authorized.
Seeds with a pure live seed standard (percent purity
times germination, including hard seeds "' PLS) less than
che minimum contained in Utah State University Circul.n·
153 shall be inelir,ible for Federal cost-share and sJ •., ll
not be considered in meeting minimum seedin~ requirem~:1t s .

The county committee shall determine and inc.:lude on the
notice of practice approval the followin~:
Method of

seedin~.

Proportions of grass and legume seeds.
Optimum rate of seedin~ W'ith statement char: minimum
race is r:wo pounds per acre below the total optimum
race.
Use of a nurse crop.
Period of non-use.
Premixed seed not conforming r:o specified proportions
and species on notice of practice approval 'w'ill nor qu.tl!fy .
A well-compat:ted seedbed shall be prepared by performinr..
those cultural operation s applicabl~ r:o the area and
class of land to be seeded .
The seeded area must be protected from ~razing until the
stand is W'ell established.
Federal Cost-Share level.

2-1 l-81

Amend.

(Refer t o p.Jragraph J F.)

I
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1-UT(ACP) (Rev.

PART 2
52

SL2

PAH . 52

2)

PERMANENT VEGETATIVE COVER H!PROVENENT

A*--The purpose of this practice is to provide soil or \J.:ttershed--*

protection and to reduce the pollu~ion of \.rater, air, or
land from agricultural or silVicultural non-point sources.
B*--~

this practice to land in permanent vegetative cove r
needing improvement or protection to control erosion.--*

C*--Policies for this practice are as follows: -- *
Cost-sharing is limited to measures that materially
extend the life of the existing permanent cover by such
means as artificial reseeding (including any necessary
scarification), fencing, controlling competitive shrubs,
establishing firebreaks, as needed.
(See paragraph 6.)
Cost-sharing is not authorized under this practice:
For measures which would constitute complece re-establishment of the cover unless such re-e stablishment is
the most practical method of solving the erosion problem.
For normal maintenance measures such as annual top
dressings with fertilizers or other mineral eler.~ents.

If the area treated is grazed before the stand is
well established .
If any pasture or rangeland in the unit is overgrazed
unless the producer is making satisfactory progress
toward establishing a satisfacto r y grazing program.
Vegeta~ive cover wh'ich includes only legumes.

)*--Competitive shrub control may be included
of SL2 with State Coll'UTiittee approval.~-*

component

a*--Only where it is determined that soil loss vi.ll be
prevented and water conservation benefits will occur
b*--COC shall submit justification based on prevented
soil loss and water conservation benefits.--*
For mechanical o r chemical treatment, or prescribed
controlled burning.
Where the control of competitive shrubs will reduce
the vegetative cover to such an extent as to intensify
erosion, the practice must be followed by seeding or
othet approved erosion control measures.

4 -1 2-82

Amend. 10

Page :!3

85
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Chemicals used in performing the practice must be Federally, State and locally registered and must be applied
strictly in accordance Yith authorized registered uses,
directions on the label, and other Federal or State
policies and requirements.
Control measures must be carried out in such a manner as to
give full consideration to the needs of wildlife and protection of archeological sites.
Cost-sharing is not authorized for repeating any of the
approved measures under this practice with the same person
on the same acreage .
The term "sh!J,L.b" is defined -for the purpose of this practice as voody stemmed perennial plants. This does not

include annual, biennial, or perennial weeds.
Shrubs eligible for control include sagebrush , rabbitbrush,
greasewo.:>d, Russian olive, salt cedar (Tamarisk), and
pinion-juniper. Other shrubs considered to be a conservation problem in an area may be specifically approved for
the county by the State Committee.
j

Control methods may be by grubbing, mechanical means, pre*--scribed controlled burning, or by use of chemiCals. The--*
specific method of control shall be designated by the SCS
technician in the determination of need.

Cost - sharing for ~g is limited to permanent fences which
will contribute to protecting the vegetative cover through
better distribution of livestock and seasonal use of forage.
There must be pasture or rangeland on both sides of the fence .
A fence along a public road (one built or maintained by any

public entity and recognized locally as part of the public
road system) is not eligible. A fence along a private road or
trail is eligible only if:
Such location is purely incidental and the only practicable
place to construct the fence .

4-12-82

The purpose is not to keep livestock off the road
fence out the road.

to

Constructing the fence ...,ill not result in fencing
sides of the road.

both

Amend . 10

Page 24
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The vegetative cover that has been improved or protected must
be maintained vithout additional cost-sharing for a minimum
lifespan of 5 years following the calendar ye<1r . in vhich
the improvement measure(s) was performed.
-·

Improvement measures should be carried out in such a manner
as to give full consideration to the needs of ~o~ildlife.
Fences on irrigated land are limited to cross fences 1.1hich
..,ill result in rot.ition grazing.
Cost-sharing shall be limited to the minimum seed(s) needed
to establish cover to control erosion.
D

Specifications.
Plantings must be in accordance with one of the seedin g
specifications contained in the Utah State University
Circular 153 or from the SCS Technical Guide. Varietie s
*--or strains of eligible seed will qualify. The minimum
rate is two pounds per acre below the total optimum rate.--*
This practice must be performed in accordance with the
principles of sound range management.
All seeding shall be with adapted seeds which meet tho:!
requirements of State seed laYs.
Seeds with a pure live seed standard (percent purity times
germination, including hard seeds ,. PLS) less than the minimum shall be ineligible for Federal cost-share and shall
not be considered in meeting minimu~ seeding requirements.
PremL'<ed seed must be approved prior to seeding.
The period of non-use will be as specified by the c ounty
committee.
Barbed wire fences:
A good gr.Jde of new steel wire must be used in the
construct ion of fences antl must be 12-1/2 gauge, or

heavier and galvanized.
Cedar, juniper, black locust, oak, split pinion pine,
o-r steel posts shall he used or other posts properl y
treated by a commercial process.

4-12-82

Amend.

tO
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PAR.

51;

WINDBREAK RESTORATION OR ESTABLISHMENT
A*--The purpose of this practice is to restore or est.Jblish
windbreaks for protecting eligible farm or ranchland from
soil erosion and for reducing the pollution of vater, air--*
or land.

B*--~ this practice to farm or ranchland needing protection--*
against serious vind erosion.
C*--~ for this practice are as follovs:--*

Cost-sharing is authorized for:
Planting trees or shrubs as needed for restoring
or establishing field or farmstead ""indbrcaks.
Permanent fences needed to protect the planted area
from grazing. excluding boundary and road fences.
Cost-sharing is not authorized for planting orchard trees
or plantings for ornamental purposes.
Planting must be protected from destructive fire and
destructive grazing.
Chemicals used in performing this practice must be Federally, State, and locally registered and must be applied
strictly in accordance with authorized registered uses,
directions on the label, and other Federal or State
policies and requirements.
Wildlife and environmental consider.Jt·ions must be given
""hen designing this prac tice .
The system shall be maintained for a minimum of 10 years
folloving the calendar year of installation.
Specifications. Plantings for 1.1indb~eaks must be performed
in accordance ~.:ith standards and specifications set forth in
the SCS Technical Guide.

4-12-82

Technical Responsibility.

Assigned to SCS.

Federal Cost-Share Level.

(Refer to paragraph 3 F.)

Amend. 10

Page 33
(and )4)
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PAR. 57

PER.'1ANENT VEGETATIVE COVER ON CRITICAL AREAS

A*--The purpose of this practice is to reduce erosion and the
polluti on of land, vater, or air from sediment of agricultural or silvicultur.11 origin.
8*--~

this practice to critical areas, such as gullies, banks,
logging trails and roads, roadsides, field borders, and
similar problem areas, on farms that are susceptible to
erosion or where runoff carrying substantial amounts of
sedim ent constitutes a significant pollution hazard,
where both exist.--*

C*--Policies for this practice are as folloYs:--*

Cost-sharing is authorized.
For measures needed to stabilize a source of sediment such as grading, shaping and filling, the
establishment of g rasses (including filter strips)
trees, or shrubs, and similar measures uhich t he
county committee determines are practical for t he
solution of the problem.
Only i f the measures will significantly reduce erosion and maintain, or improve the quality of \."ater
in a stream, lake, pond, or other uater sou rc e .
For measures performed on public roadsides o nl y
uhere such measures are essentia-l to solve a farmbased pollution or conservation problem.
Consider ation sho u ld be given to W'ildlife and enhancing
the appearance of the area wher: esta blishing the protect ive measures.
The acreage shall be f!laintained for a mini.num of S years
folloving the calenda r yea r of installation.
Specifications_. This pr3ctice must be performed in accordance
1o1ith standards and specifications as set forth in the SCS
Technical Guide.
Technical Responsibility.

Assigned to SCS.

Federal Cost-Share Level.

(Refer to paragraph 3 F. )

Amend. 10

Page 3 S
(und Jn)
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PAR.

101

SP PRACTICES

SPECIAL CONSERVATION PRACTICES

Authority. CC'unties m..1y develop special permanent type
erosion and sediment control practices needed to solve a
si~nificant and unique local conservation problem desiRnated hiJ!h priorit)' in their plan for vhich national pro)::ram practices are not adP.quate.
8*--Policies..

SP practices shall: - -*

Provide the most effective solution to soil, vater,
woodlc:md, or pollution abatement problems identified
in the county ACP plan.
Be sub .iect to the same policies and standards as other
practices in the procram.
Specify the eli~ible measures on vhich Feder.Jl costsharing may be approved.
Have siJ;:!nific.Jnt public benefits such as prevention of
soil loss , conservation of water supply, maintenance of
wa t er quality, protection of woodland or wildlife resources,
or have C'lther environmental benefits.
Comply with herbicide
USI? requirements.

rE'~ulations

or other farm chemical

Conform to the .Jppl icable standards and permit requirements of any national, State or local re~ulatory a~encies.
Specify a lifespan of not less than 5 years.
Approval . SP practices recommended by the State and/or county
~roup may be included in the county or State programs subject
arrroval nf C:EPn. The "SP" practice recommendation shall
include a det.1iled justific~tion indicating compliance with
National roliciE's.
See subparagraph 1 0, Exhibit ), 1-ACP (Rev. 1)

~ - -to

Pr:!Cticc ldentificotif'ln,
sr rractiCE'S shall be identified by
the code as designated by CEPD.
Technic.1l Res!'lonsibilit·:.
Ac; recommended by the COC in con.c;ul!:.:It!on ~o:ith C)H• !lic;cri.·t C:c-.nserv.1tionist and concurred in
by thP State Devel0pmcnc (:r0ur.

102-150

4-12-82

{Reserved)

,\mend.

10

Pa j!c 101
{thru 150)

.--*
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IRRIGATI ON IIATE R CON S E RV AT IO ~

A*--The purpose of this practice i s to conserve irrigation

water, improve water quality, control erosion, and reduce--*
the pollution of water or land from agricultural non-point
sources.
B*--~

this practice to reorganizing systems an land cur---*
rently under irrigation for uhich an adequate supply of
suitable water is available, on which irrigation wi ll be
continued, and on .... hich a significant soil or water censer- .
vation problem exist s .

C*--Policies for this practice are as follows:--*
Cost-sharing i s authorized only for the following measures if included in a plan , or a port ion of a plan,
approved by SCS for reorganizing an irrigation system .
(Where water management is included as part of the reorganization plan, the applicant is to be encouraged
to follo"" it.)
Permanently in s talled systems.
Lining irrigation ditches.
Land leveling .
Tail\Jater recovery systems or other installations
for the conservation of soil or \.later t.there needed
as an integral part of the irrigation system being
reorganized.
Cost-shai-ing is not author i zed for:
Reorganizing a s ys tem if the primary purpose is to
bring additional land under irrigation .
Portable pip e , cleaning a ditch, or installations
primarily for the farm operator's convenience.
Installations to convert an existing sprinkler or
overhead system to a gravity system.
Construe t ing or deepening wells .
Restoring a system which has deteriorated due to
lack of maintenance durin g periods of non-use.

4-12-82

Amend. 10

Page 41
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Consideration must be ~iven to the needs of wildlife.
preserving or enhancing the appearance of the area, and
potential pollution hazards, when reorganizing the system.
Cost-sharing is authorized for land leveling as the
sole component if it is shown that it is a needed
part of the plan for the reorganization of the system.
To assure compliance with the Utah State Water Rights
Law, producers requesting to build seasonal ....ater control
reservoirs under this practice will sign a statement under
"Remarks" OQ. the request for cost-share: "I certify that
1 have a storage right to the '-later and wi 11 inform the
Utah State Division of Water Rights of this impoundment."
The land under irrigation for practice eligibility purpos~s
must have been irrigated four of the last five years.
The practice must be maintained for a minimum of 10
years following the calendar year of installation.
Specifications. All plans and construction shall be in
accordance with the standards and specifications set forth
in the SCS Technical Guide.

2-6-80

Technical Responsibility.

Assigned to SCS.

Federal Cost-Share Level.

(Refer to paragraph 3 F.)

Amend. 5

Page 42
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S-PA (Rev. 4)

"PART 4
161

PAR . 16\

APPROVED COVER AND PRACTICES

A

Volunteer stands of grasses and legumes shal I be
predominant over the weeds .

Otherwise, the growth

shall be clipped in the earl y growing s t age s for
control .

(2)

4-21-83

State Corm1ittee has established August I
as the date by which small grains shall
be clipped, shredded, or 1 ightl y ti !led.

UT Amend. 16

UT Page 112
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PART

161

S-PA ( Rev . 4)

PAR. 161

APPROVED COVER AND PRACTICES

The STC in concurrence with the SCS State Conservationist are p rovidin g additional guidance and policy under
the "minimum til I" practice on conservation use acreag~.
These items are general in nature because of great
variations within the State. and sometimes even within
a county itself.
The following measures have been adopted as minimums for

this purpose and are in addition to all other eligibility
requirements of the land designated for acreage reduction
program uses:
The residue from the previous crop shall be left on
top of the ground as much as possible. Minimum tillage operations that must be carried out should be
accomp 1 i shed by the use of 11 sweeps" and 11 Ch i se Is"
on nonirrigated acreage.
Mowboard plowing will only be acceptable in very
These cases, if any, would need
prior approval by the CCC predicated on the type of
soi I. etc . • as well as other justifications.

extreme cases.

On irrigated cropland, cover shall be maintained
i nsofar as possible. Weed control, preferably by
chemical spraying, must be performed according to
regulations. IJeed contro l measures shculd be performed early in the year and continue through June.
Soon thereafter, a cover, or a crop for the subsequent year, shou 1d be seeded so that the ground
_.is not bare.

4-21-83

UT Amend. 16

UT Page 112.5
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Letter

Shannon Heath
136 E 600 N
Logan, Utah 84321
Feb.

25~

1983

Paul Webb
Game & Fish Dept.
2222 W. Greenway Rd.
Phoenix, Az. 85023

Dear Mr.

Webb.

I am presently a graduate student in the Department of
Landscape Architecture and En vi ronmental Planning at Utah
State University. I have a Bachelor's degree in Wildlife
Biology from Colorado State University.
I am writing to you
in the hope of obtaining some information which would
pertain to my thesis topic:
Techniques for Improving
Ring-Necked Pheasant Habitat on Northern Utah Cropland.
I am attempting to gather information from as many
states as possible concerning any programs which promote
conservation of wildlife habitat on farmland.
I am
particularly interested in any forms of incentive which have
been offered to farmers to gain their cooperation.
I am
also interested in the degree of success any of these
programs have attained.
If your agency has been involved in any type of farm
wildlife conservation program, I would be most grateful for
any information you might be able to pass along.
Thank-you.

Sincerely,

Shannon B. Heath
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Newsletter

Vermont Fish & Game Department
Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program
Montpelier, VT 05602
828-3371

WINTER 1983

VOLJ, NO. 2

Goals, Objectives and
Strategies for the
Management of
Vermont's White·Tailed
Deer
The Vermont deer herd is an important

natural

resource.

Many

people

share an acute interest in the herd
wh ich lreQuenlly makes management a

contro¥er:iiat tazk. However, managed
it must be - through population and
habitat manipulation basetl on biol~i·
cat principles and judgements •n the
best interest of the deer nerd, the land
base, sportsmen, and other interestfKI
publics. Below follows the Vermont
Fish and Game Department 's planned
~:;~ach

to white-tailed deer manage-

GOAL
Balance the Vermont deer herd with
the carrymg capac•ty olltle winter range
while managing harvests at optimal sus-

tatnedle'l'els.
SPECIFIC OBJ ECTIVES

(t)lncr@aS@ winter survoval of deer
(2) Jmprov@ th.e phys1cal condi tion of lhe
Cleer nerd as measured by 1ncreased
r@prOCiuctive rales. body weights,
and antler development by 1988
(3) Ach.oeve an annual sustaoned deer
harvest of t5.0Q0.20.0Cl0 animals by

1990.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

General
Manage the deer populat1on in
balance with the e._1sting w1nter fOOd
supply through an annual program o f
controlled antlerless deer harvests, e...
cept when non·biological fac!ors deem
it necessary to do otherwise

Phase!

15.000 an1mats annually dunng

A ma..1mum number of antlerless per·
mils will be required durong the early
years of the manag~:menl program to
re<luce the deer population to the carry·
ingcapacityolt h.ewonterrange

penod

Phase2
Upon acl'lieving a deer population
level on balance w1tl'lthe available w1nter
hal:!;tat. the number of anlferless hunt·
ing perm1ts issued annually will be ad·
justed to ma1n1am t:'le deer popula·
lion at that talance or slightly below .
During this phase the deer herd woll be
inlentionally matntaoned at relahvely
low levels lor a penOd of live to ten
y@ars until the winter range recovers
from ils current overbrowsed condition
Combined antlered and antlerless har·
vests should appro.1mately be 10,000·

A s•gnilicantly intens1ve program of
loresl management. des1gned to 1m·
prove the carrying capacity tor deer on
public anCI private lands, can accelera te
the rate o l habotat recovery and thereby
accelerate Phase 2

Phase3
Woth adequate improvements in both
the phys1ca1 cond1toon ol Vermont's
deer and wm!er hab11a1. !tie number of
antte~tess
~rm o ts
1:>sued wtll lle
moderated to encourage deer popula·
lion growth to a level consistent w1th
the increase<! carryong capaoty of
wonterong areas. Ou fi"!J thiS phase. the
goal of a 15.000·20.000 annual deer
harvesl should be gradually ach1eved
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Habitat Program
Progress
A progre~s report for the Wildlife
Habilat Improvement Program was recently s ubmitted to the VT Senate
Natural Resources Committee and the
VT House Fi sh & Game Committee. The
report reviews the period July 1, 1981

toJune30,1982.
During this period the Program was
fully stalled and operational. It began
Its first segment of cost-share funding
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act.
The repon states that "the Hiibilat Pro-

gram g.ained greater recognition and acceptance on the part of landOwners,
public and private foresters, and other

land managers." Some of the Program's
apecillc accomplishment:s follow·

Browse Study Initiated
Deer wintering areas, or yards, have
long been iaentilied as a cnlical habitat
to the annual life cycle of white-tatl@tl
deer in Vermont . Severe climatic <:On<li·
lions, includ ing deep .snows ana cold
temperatures, force deer to move,
.sometimes several miles. to forest sites
that otter thermal protection and greater
mobility. Deer w1nter ranQe is typically
dominated by snr.tw-intercepting so ftwood c over, and 11 is usually loconed on
low, .south-fa<:ing slopes or along watercourses. In Vermont there are fewer
than 300.000 acres ol deer winter range
whi<:h accounts lor less than six percent olthe siate'.s total deer range .
Because aeer concentrate in the
wintering areas lor lengthy periods ol

mont's deer management program. The
term carrying <:apac ity can oe defined
in several ways. FreQuently, carrying
capacity refers to the number of heallhy
at~imals that <:an be supooned by a habitat. In Vermont, deer carrying capacity
is governed by the winter months, when
limited range is able to support fewer
deer than spring, summer, or fall ranges
A .smaller herd .size on the winter range
win allow iln increase in available
blowse to occur and will eventually
result in minimal levels of .starvation
and healthier deer. Over time, deer will
demonstrate increased we1ghts, improved antler beam development. and
increasedreproouctiverates
The Vermont Fish and Game Depart·
ment has begun a formal study to determine browse availability on 33 deer •

-Contact was made with 151 private
landOwners, controlling over 23,000

acres ot land.
-SeYenty-four deer wintering areas
were visited on private land.
-Management plan s were prepared tor
each deer wintering area on state
land
-A major planning elton was completed for the Victory Basin Wildlife
Management Area.
-A temporary work force was emI)IOyed to a<:complish habitat imPfOYement practices on State Wildlife Management Areas and Forests
.such as apple tree release, old field
restoration, and deer wintering area
improvement cuts
-A remappi ng project lOt all deer
w inter range was initiated using the
latest aerial photography af'ld a
.standardiZed melhodology.
- Th1.s
newslener was
published
Quarterly and distributed to over 2.000
indiYtdual.s each lime
-Radio tapes were made monthly for
bload<:ast on the UVM Extension
· Servi<:e Aadio Network and two
shows were a~red on the ''Across
The Fence" telev1sion program
-Habitat Program personnel spoke to
approximately 5.000 individuals at
~~~~ than tOO speaking engage-

5

-Training sessions were held for state
forestry personnel and pr111ate forestThe report concludes that "Habitat
Program personnel look forward to con·
Unued cooper ation w1th public and
private laf'ld managers an-d landowners
. to increase Hte leYel ol habitat
management and protectiOn across the
state." Cop1es of the report are avail·
able !rom the Montpelier office

time annually, there 1.s tremendous competitiOn for ava•lable toea. Vermont's
histoncally h1gh deer population has
resulled in .severe overorows1ng ol the
winter range. The low ava!labllity of deer
btowse on the winter range is eas11y
recogn1zed by 1/'le presence of deformed
stems ana t/'le absence of regener at1n9
hardwoods. 1.'1 most cases. remam1ng
food plants are e•ther dead or low m
Quality. The result : large losses of deer
durmg normal Vermont w1nter.s from
.starvation ~"'I other matnutnllon-related
c:auses.
The reduct ion of the deer herd to a
SIZe that may be supponed by the
wmler range. o r to the carry1ng capac1ty
ol the hab•tat, IS an Obtec t1ve of Ver-

wintenn9 areas throughout the state
(appro•imately two yards per anuertess
mana9ement zone). Numer1ca1 trends in
toea ava•labillty w1ll become an imponant factor m determ1r'lln9 the degree
ol mbatance between the carry1ng capacity of the winter range and the herd
SIZe. The selected yards have aU shown
h1stoncally h•gh browse utilization and
are cons1dered v•tal to tne .surv1val of
local <leer herds. Twelve of the w1nter ing
areas are located on publ ic tanas. The
remammg 21 are on pt~vate land. and
they requ1red extens1ve coordinatiOn
wtth, and as.s1stance o l , the landowners.
Twenty, 1 :11 10 meter plots were
placed m each deer w 1n tenng area to

Cont. pg, 3
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monitor browse availability and deer
us.e. Plot sites were permanently
manted so they can be located for future
sampling.
Within each plot, all of the buds avail·
able as browse, between one and six
feet in height (two and seven lee! In
height in Caledonia, Esse)(, and Orleans
Counties!, will be counted annually.
The first count will occur each autumn
prior to the movement of deer into the
wintering areas. The second count will
be performed the following spring in
order to determine the percent utilization of available buds during the past
wmter.
In a normal winter, a substantial reductioo in the number of buds ava•lable
alter the yarding period will ind icate
loeat deer numbers are at levels near or
abOVe the carrying capacity of the yard
~ halves! management reduces the
winter•ng deer populat1on below the
carrying capacity, the percent of buds
utilized shou ld decrease. This will indi·
cate greater food availability on the
winter range. a factor th at will increase
winter :survoval of deer and improve
thfurhealth.
Cunent plans are 10 con!inue the plot
sampling for a period of 15 to 20 years
The study will provide helpful inlorma·
lion for determining !rends in food avaol·
ability after various winter conditions
and deer densities. Ewenluall y. monitoring tne relationship between nerd :size
and carrying capacity of the wmter
range will be an important determmant
in setting winter population level objectives and obtaining maxomum fall
deer harvests.
-Scott D•rting
Habotat Biologost

Clearcuts and Deer
The wl'ltte-tailed deer is tl'le f"lOSI
abundanl and popular large mammal on
Vermont. Each year, more tnan 90 percent of all Vermont /'lunter& engage on
deer hunting. The wl'lite-taoled deer is
also an omportant economic resource:
resodent and nonresodent deer nunters
spend an es t omaled 73 mollion dollars
annually in the Green Moun lam State
Deer condition and numbers are a
luncllon of t he lan>l tnat supports them
During the 1960's, tne Vermont deer
populatiOn ree~ched record numbers in
response to plentoful sources of food on
IMmlands abanOoned during earlier
periods, coupled witn increased soft.
wood acreages suitable as wtnter cover
Deer habl!at conditoons are now
much Cliflerent. The lhtckets and young

forest habitats are no longer CIS e~bun·
dant as two to three decades ago
because of natural plant succe s soon
Furthermore, the deer wmter range has
been severely O\'erbrowsed. and in
many areas, cover has been elimonated
or negati..,.ely inlluenced t:y loggmg and
de\'elopment practices
Consequently, the hea lth of the Ver·
mont <leer herd has declined. Deer have
been getting pr~ressovely smaller in
both DO<ly and antler soze. Also, the
number of lawns produced by adult
CIOeS has bee~. and contmues to be. far
lower than i t would bf! of the herd was
In good physical con<lollon.
Future land use, m particular forest
management . woll remam an importam
influence on Vermonrs deer herd. Clear
cutting. a practice on wh och all trees
are harvested from e~n area, hds become
more wtdely employeo in Vermont ,
primaflly due to the somplicity and
ellicoency of this harvest practoce.
Clearcuts are usually considered beneficial to deer because they create forest
openmgs to feed in. Or. oa..,.id Hirth.
a wildlife boology professor at the Uni·

versity of vermont, is dorecHng a longterm pro1ect tO documen t and asse s s
the etfects of clearcutting on deer habi·

,,,

An inotial study has been completed
which monitored seasonal utilizat ion of
13 clearcuts by white-taoled deer from
June, 1980 to June, 1981. Pellet groups
were use<l as an index to deer use.
Four of the clearcuts were commercoa l
tomber cuts. a\'eraging 11 acres each,
located in the central Vermont town of
Goshen. The otner none study sotes were
small clearcuts. averaging 1.5 acres
each, desogned to produce aspen re·
generation lor ruffed grouse habotat.
They were located in sou tnern Vermont
in the town of Gra fto n.
Thos study loun<l tnat <leer treQuented
lhe clearcut ne~botats throughout tt'le
year. woth greatest use occurrong durong
tne !all. Se..,.eral other wtldhle studies
have also shown that deer prefer small
forest openongs during tne tau. Because
tnese areas produce a large amount of
potential torage lor deer. tney would
be expected to represent ver1 important
Conl. pg. 4
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feeding sites. Furthermore, the food
plants found in openings have been
found to be more nutritious because
they receive direct sunlight
Physical characteristics of a clearcut,
such as size, age, depth of slash, and
density and Quality of plant regeneration influence deer use. Deer appear to
prefer the younger and smaller clearcuts. Cuts larger than ten acres are used
by deer. however,they concentrate their
activity along the foreSt edge. In order
to prOYide muimum benefit for deer,
Clearcuts should not be wider than 200
to 250 feet .
Deer also seem to prefer low slash
depths. Deer use was found to be great ·

HA8rTAT HIGHUGHTS i s publi:snttcl
lour times a )'IM by the Vermont Fisn
& G.rne [)epanmenl. lt is luncled '"
partbycost -sl'l.artmonies made aYaotatlll by t"- U.S. Fosn and Witdtole Siroriel's Federal Ai<l In Wildti ll Fte~uora
tlon Act. Tl\e inlenl olll'le newsletler
istoprovideinlormationaDOutwoiCIIife
habitat m.naoement. reoional 1'1abotat
issues an<l problems, and tne Oeoart·
menr·s Wildlife Ha.bllat lmproYement
Program to landowners. natural resource ma~ers, SpOrtsmen. and tne
generatpuOloc
Editor: RonFieoan

er inside the clearcuts where slash
depths were less than three feet high
The small clearcuts in their fourth grow·
ing season had fantastic aspen regeneration, wi th trees over 25 feet tall
and stem densities as high as 8,000 per
acre: however, these cuts were not
preferred by deer. Evidently, the dense
regrowth of npen was a barrier to
mobility as well as a possible inhibitor
to the ptodtJCtion of food plants such
as berries, herbs, and grasses.

-Mark Scott
ln!OfmatiOnilnd
Education Specialist

Uneven-Aged Forest
Management
The terms even-aged ilnd uneven·
aged refer to systems of forest management The former system maintams and
creates Stilnds of trees of somillilr ilges
ilnd sizes, two or fewer ilge classes.
Cleilrcuning is one method of even·
ilged
management
Uneven-aged
management, primarily tl)rough single
tree and group selection cuts, maintilins
stands In which there are three or more

age classes or trees
The harvest strilt~y lor the single
tree or group selection met!"lod is to
remove the largest and/or the oldest
trees ilt a rille proportionill to their
distribution in the stand. Subsequent
openings in the forest canopy will allow
sunti~ht to pertetrate to the forest floor,
iltld seedlings. which mill' have been
suppressed on the shade of the larger
trees, will be ilble to grow. The codommilnt tre-es, upon releilse !rom com-

O=O&!ID[)'jj'&u O=Oo®GuDo@Oil~
Agency of Environmental Conservation
Vermont Fish & Game Dept
Montpelier. VT 05602

petition. will become the dominant
seedbearing trees
Periodic harvests ilnd regeneration
result in the uneven-aged character of
the stand. Several factors will determine
whether the single tree or group selection method is chosen. includ:ng size of
the ownership, stocking levels, and the
relative distribution of the merchantable
Some advantages of uneven -aged
management are market flexibility, the
harvest income is spread out over many
years, it is well -suited for small par·
eels of lilnd, and there are limited
aesthetic impacts. Comersety, pilrtocutar1y with single tree select ion cuts, logging may be time-consumong ilnd expensive. With regards to wildlife there
are several considerations.
In general, uneven-ilged manilgement
will prodtJCe the most benefits lor wild·
tile species adapted to mature forest
conditions. On small pilrcels of forest
land, uneven-aged milnagement is
probably the best ilppro ach to milxomize
habitat divers1ty. Even though distinct
blocks of successional stages may be
tacking, anainable through even-aged
harvests, there is a consistent mix of
plant species and age! wittlin stands
Selection cuts are often useful in
managing deer yards, riparoan areas, or
other hilbitats where the retention of
OYerhead cover is important.
During harvests, lilndowners should
not eliminate omponilnt mast producers
or cavity trees from the forest stands
Mast producers provode import ant
sources of Iiiii food, ilnd cavity tree!
serve iiS rest1ng. perch1ng and leedmg
sotes !Of many d1llerent woldt1le soecoes.
-John Buck
= = = = H=
' "=i
tat Bootogost
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Radio Script

WILDLIFE HABITAT RADIO PROGR.A.'I 130

With me today is Ron Regan, a Uildlife Habitat Publicist for the Vermont
Fish & Game Department, Ron is here today to talk about the Department's
Wildlife Habita t Improvement Program.
Bill:

Briefly, 1o1hat is the background of the Habitat Program and its objectives?

Ron :

The Habitat Program was initiated in January of 1980 following a legislative

;:~~~:: i~

i: ;~:~;!d b~y r:c~;~;:a~·~~i~~~ ~ ~is:~~!~r~::1c~;e~i~~:~~:~s,

and myself, the Habitat Publicist. There are several Program objectives, already 1
in motion, 'l.'hich include: 1) the develop~eent of informational and educational
materials for private landowners and natural resource managers; 2) the i.lllplementation
of habitat management practices on public lands, particularly Wildlife Management
Areas; J) t he provision of t echnical assistance to private lando~r.~ers.

Bill:

At this time, what does the Habitat Program offer the private landowner?

Ron:

Private landowners that contact a Habitat Biologist can expect to receive free
habitat management technical assistance. Following a property reconnaissance,
the Habitat Biologists will make verbal o r written recommendations designed co
enhance wildlife habitat . The recollltflendations are made with the landowners
management interests in mind, This service is available regardless of acreages
involved or wildlife interests. The Biologists are particularly inceresced,
however, in working with landowners who have a deer ...,intering area or yard on
their property.

Bill:

Under what circumstances should lando...mers consider requesting technical assistance?

Ron:

Any lando\offie rs interested in managing their land for .... Udlife could benefit from

technical assistance. t.ando...mers that already manage t heir land for agricultural
or forest pr oducts sho:.:ld find out the impact of thei r activities on ...,ildlife.
Habitat Biologists can show lando\11\ers ho..., to improve ...,ildlife habitacs while
cu tting fire...,ood, harvesting timber, or grouing <~gricultcral products. IHldlife
habitat 11\anagement is frequently compatible uith other land manage:::~ent practices;
prior planning is the key ingredient. The P.i!.bitat Biologists often wooril very
closely with foresters or district conservationists.

Bill:

t.:here can l andowners contact a District Habitat Biologist for technical assistance?

Ron:

Habitat Biologists are located in District Environme ntal Conservation offices in
North Springfield, Rutla nd, St . Johnsbury, Essex Jur.ction, and Barre. Also, for
more info rmation on the Habitat Program, lanColo'llers c.:~n \o'Tite to the Veroont rish
and Game Department in }!ontpelier.
- 30 Ron Regan
\Hldlife Habitat Publicist
Taped : 11/30/82
Ti::le: .). ~\-.

.l"o:o~..
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Television Script

EXTENSION SERVICE
Ua..i.versity of Vennont

"ACROSS THE FENCE"

Participants:
Bill Sladyk
Ron Regan

Deer Yard
Management

VIDEO

Deer Footage
(10 sec.)

Taped 2/23/81
Aired 2/24/81

SPEAKER

AUDIO

Survival is difficult for many wildlife spedes during the course
of a normal Vermont vinter. The ...,bite-tailed deer is no exception.
The winter habitat requirements of this popular game animal and
methods of deer yard habitat improvement will be discussed on Coday's

Tony

shO\I.

Tony, Bill,
Ron

Hello folks. With me today are tvo guests from the Ver-mont Fish &
Game Department; Bill Sladyk, WildlHe Habitat Specialist, and Ron
Regan, Wildlife Habitat Publicist. For starters Bill, let's have a
recap of the 1980 deer huntins season.

Tony

Bill

Explain season results; reasons behind the high kill.

Bill

Vidifont

Deer Season Results

B.ill

1,257
14,703

Bow & Arrow
Antlet'less Deer
Legal Buc:ks

...L.lli

TOTAL

25 932

Tony

Bill

Bill

Bri efly discuss this year's winter; expec:ted mortality from
starvation.

Bill

Tony, Bill,

Ron, explain for our viewers what the winter habitat requirements
are for deer.

Tony

Same as rest of year . . . Deep snows
restric:t travel, bury foods <iind ~:~ake
them more critical.

Ron

i1l Trail
'2 Deer

113 Yard

Move into areas of softwo-:.d cover called
deer yards . • . snov intercepted, temperatures moderated.

Ron
Ron

Tony

how are the deer faring this winter?

Ron

Important to keep in mind not all softwood areas are yards.
along stream below 2000' southern exposure,

Tony

What do thev feed on b. the

Ron

£.Jl.

Almost excl usively on brO\olse.
Bud, new twig growth, bark . . ,

>on

Some foods preferred as browse.
Food freguently scarce don't travel far to find it

Plant
Ste•
Vidifon t

wint~r?

Usually

Tony
Ron

in proximity to yard.
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"ACROSS THE FENCE"
Page 2

VIDEO

AUDIO

SPEAKER

Bill

Bill
~4 Activity

Bill

E Map

We ID winter range or yards by deer use.
trails, beds, browse.
We map the yards. . •
We know that 5% of state is
winter deer shelter . . . Exelain slide

Tony

What types of practices can be done to imporve deer yards?

TonY

Bill

Retain them . . .
Cutting may be appropriate . . . timing
and placer~ent important . Shape and
size also variables. Specifically try to
perpetuate the stand, increase it's size , or
provide browse . . . explain each briefly.
Professional assistance advised . . .

Bill

Tony, Bill,
Ron

Ron, where can a landoW't'ler get technical assistance?

Tony

Ron

Available from Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program.
Technicians located in .
Rutland
775-2548
St . Johnsbury 748- 8787
Waterbury
241-3520

~·Maps

in hand

16 Strip C/C

17

etc

18 Release
19 B. Production

Vidifont

Ron
C.U. on

~1.

how much acreage in the state is considered deer yard?

Tony

Tony

District Biologists also available . . .
May want to write for these
Habitat Publications . . .
To obtain those publications send name

Vidifont

Habitat

Ron

fi-.-c..\•.. C"-<\. \1--.~-\<;,.

and address to:

Tony

Habitat Publications
Across the Fence
WCAX - TV
Burlington , VT
05402
All for today. This has been Bill Sladyk and Ron Regan of the
Vemont Fish & Game Departrnent

110 Deer

Closing Remarks. . .

Tony
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Atpllttl~

Magazine Article

from THE NOATHERN LOGGER. M•y. 1982

<Ssu~

Municipal Forest Continues
Forest Management Program
by Ro n Regan, Wtldh!e Habttat Publiost
Vermont FrSh & Game Department
Montpelter. VT
In the past. long-term, comptehens1ve

management ot Vermonfs prtvate .
nontndustrial forestland has been dependent on an enlightened landO'Wf\et. a

persistent IOfester. and a competent logger. Unfortunately. lew forests have been
the benefiCiary of all three. The Moms-

VIlle Mur'.ICipal Forest~ Lamorlle Countyol
Vermont. however. provrdes a good
e~ample of the cooperalloo whoch can .
and snould. exrst between landowners.
resource managers. and loggers dUflr'ISJ
the harvest ollorest products.
The 5 .500 acre MuniCipal Forest has

rece11•&d conhnuous forest management
anentoon for over ltMy years. Appro .. •mately 900 acres of the Forest 15 compnsed ol soruce-lir stands w1th a hemlock
component Tt'le balance ol the Fores1
acreage is composed of nonhern
hardwood limber. Th•s tract ot land conta~ns a mun10p<P watershed as well <IS
one of northern Vermonrs larger deer
wlt"ltenng areas. Ot yaras. which proviCle
cnhcal w~nter shelter lOt deer. In !he pas!.
the Forest ~ rece~ved land maMgement ass•stance from pubhc foreste-rs
prolllded by tl'le State Oepanment of Forests. Parks. and RecreatiOfl. Two years
ago . however . Mornsv1Ue Water and
Lo~ht Comm•ss•oners were tacea woth !he
el•m•nat•on of !1"115 !echnocal ass•slance
serv•ce. The CommiSSIOners were aetermoned to conhoue !he souod !ores!
maoagemeot program lf\11131ed two dec·

ades ago so they sought 11\e SEN•ces ot a
consulhng forester
Warren Drown. a consulllng foresler
from Newport. was reta1ned to manage
the MuniCipal Foresl '" lhe trad•hon ot
past objectives and accomplishments
Jersey, as he os at!ecl•onatety carted. has
worked'" tt'le woOOs ol norlt'lern Vermont
and New Hampsl'llre for over 35 years
H1s professional career has 1octuded employment as Orleaos County Forester.
Imber manager for Weyerhauser. and
forester tor Atlas Plywood. Jersey was
very enthuSiaStiC about th•s oppor!uruty
to work on the Mun1c1pal Forest . For
background 1ntormat10n he was able 10
pock the bra•n·· of the Forest"s first torester. Arlo Sterner . wtlo •s now LamOille
County Forester
For many years Arlo had manil9ed
the Forest as part of hiS dutoes as a publiC
forester. and he superv1sed lhe hrst cuttng operat•ons. Arlo. when lflfer~~tewed lfl
his ort~ee. commented ltlat this second
cue should be better tflao !he f1tst harvest
which was only an mprovemefll cut
Arlo did no! hesitate to point ovtto Jersey lhat a large deer w•ntem-.g area was
on the Mumcopat Foresl whiCh m•ghl reQuite spec•al anen!IOfl pnor to cuttll"lg
Arlo suggesled that b•o1og1sts from the
Vermont Fish and Game Oepartment"s
Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program be
involved '" devetop•ng cunong plans lor
the spruce-111 stands. In deer w1nteung

from te" to ngl'lt. Jrruy 01own. Jollft luU. l1rry 8all1nnon tone ol hrtc ' s
loggcrsl. 1nd Atlo Sterntl dis.cuu lot gr~•es wb1l e •uembled on tile IJnd·
I~ g. /Ill/ S/iJIIyk p/lo/0/

areas. pnor planmng IS especially •mpcttant to onsure !he proVIsion of adequate
sheller lotJowlflg the har~~est .
F1sh and Game Department Habitat
B•olog•sts were quick to respond to ttle
concerns. William Sladyk. Habitat Program Ch•el , and John Buck. Dtstnct
Habrtat Biologist. met with Jersey to explore opporlun•t•es tOr the 1nclus10n ol
deer shelter consideratiOns 1n the 900
acres of softwood cover. Fitteen years
ago. at the ~ak soze oJ Vermont"s deer
hetd, wMe-ta~s used tne ent11e sottwood
area as wonte-r range . The levels of use lfl
1982 we-re less !t'lan ear her but s•gn•hcanc
enough to warrant attentiOn on the cuttll"lg
plan
Stadyll. and Buck, lfl cooperatiOn w1th
Drown. aevetoped a management plan
tor the softwood acreage and presented
11 to trle Water and L•ght Comm•ss•oners
tor approval. The Comm1ss•oners gave
the go-ahead stgn ana preparatiOns were
made to mplement the plan
Next. Merrrn Earle of Wolcon . a Jogger
lor most ol the past 16 years. was contacted to d•scuss the plan. Earle •s well
acquaonted and ag1eeable woth Drown s
torest management psact•ces. Merntt
was al1eady hal'oleShng 11mber on tl1e
Mun1c1pal Forest tn hardWOOd stands adtacenttothemature spruce-111 coves
Alter rev•ew•ng t/"le plan. Merntt agreed
to the proviSIOns conta•neo 1n 11. He d•dn t
teet the con01t10ns of the agreement

Jcruy Drown tnglltl lnd Merrin hrle •ts.cwu • ro1cl locJtion on til e
MOIIIUIIIt Mun1t11131t Forni in UIIIOIIIC Covllly. Yttll'lonl./li/1 S/MJyt /f/1010)
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would aeate a hardsnrp !Of h!ITI Slflce he
logs wllh a small aew {three men and
h•msell) and uses a John Deere 540
skldder and a Case 450 crawler. Several
deer had been seen in the harawood
C1JIS. and the loggers, who all hunt deer,
leU there was room tor winter deer cover
in theit operatiOn
The plan called !Of limiting the size of
all clearcvts to three acres and !Of a di·
ameter limit ol ten inches OBH in
selected cut areas. Suiter stnps. 100 feet
w•de, along major streams would be
marited IOf selective cutting. The reten·
tion of cover along the streams w~l be
important tor deer travel and access '"
the wintenng area. h was also agreed to
mainta10 Iitty percent ol the spruce-fir
component in a pole or saw limber stage
At this point, one m.gM ask. '''Why all
the lvss about the deer wrntering area?"
The answer IS SIITiple - deer wintenng
areas proVIde cntical winter sheller lOt
deer lor tour to SIX months of the year
Dense softwood cover moderates tem·
perature exllemes and lim1ts snow ac·
C1Jmulations on the IOfest floor . For 10·
stance. recent measurements on the
MuniCipal Forest ind•cated that snow
depths were close to lour teet 1n the
hardwoods. whereas in the softwood
stands. snow depths ranged from two to

three teet. That •s a srgndiCant drlterence
whiCh has g1eat beanng on the ability ol
local deer to travel and SUI'V•ve the ngo.rs
of winter
Funhermore . the Vermont Fish and
Game Department estrmates only
300.000 acres. or s•x percent ol the
state's total deer range . provides w.nter
sheller lor deer. H1ghway and recre·
atronat development has had a decided
impad on deer wll'ltenng areas . but a
greater threat exiSts lfom •ncrease<l har·
vests of softvwood t.nber. Berween 1972

and 1979 the sottwood sawlog harvest
II'ICI'eased 114 percent
The new Wik:lhfe Habitat Improvement
Program has had success at !fltegranng
wildlife and trmber management consld·
erat•ons on pt1Yale forestlands 1n Ver·
mont. The cooperati~e ettons demon·
s!rated on the MornsYille MuniCipal For·
est highlight those successful efforts and
pro~ide a model !Of future cooperation
between IOfesters. landowners. ~ers,
and blolog•sts to the best 1nterest of the
state's timber and w•ldllfe resOYrces

Vermont Wildlife Habitat
Improvement Program
The Vermont F'tSh and Game Depart·
menfs Wildflle Hab•tat Improvement
Program was mandated by the Vermont
Legislature in 1979. It IS lunded Dy reC81p!S from the sale ot antlerless deer
hunt~t~g periTIIts. It is staffed by a Program Chief . live O•sttlct Hab•lat
Biologists. and a Habitat Publicist. Since
. Imber harvests are a majOI' .nfluence on
wildlife habitats, it IS a priority of the

Habitat Program to won.: Wl'th foresters
and pt~vate forest landOo¥ners to II'ISure
the rntegra\101'1 of !\abita! consiclerahons
in C1Jtttng plans. Frequently, slight mod·
•hcatoos to cun•ng plans will m11~gate any
negahve aspects the harvest m1ght have
had on w•ldlife habitats. Foresters must
remember that w•ldi•fe habilat management •s a valid IOfest management obtee·
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A DIRECTORY OF
WILDLIFE HABITAT ASSISTANCE
TI1e Vi'rrnon! h .,h & Game f'Np.u trnl."nt r ~ responsible
fo r the proi('C1ion an d m ano~gcm<'n l o l c~ll 6sh and \Vildhfc
rcY>urcl!s. indw..Jing their h.thit.rts. ·.•·~t h i n lht: st,tll..'
Agricultur<tl <1nd ft,rcst mt rna ~cnwnt prilt11Cc:, h.~vc ,,
S~ruftci.llt l hnp.u."' un W!IJhfc h.~ bu.~~::. L o m.lowr1cr~. fore!>!
ers. and • otlwr la nd rnt~na~C I !>iltl' ~.:uomra~c d hlconto~ct ' '
Hsh & C..rn·c D<·p;rr rnwnl h~t JI<:~bt if interested 1n
incorptlt. rlln!! hiihll<tl cunsidn.r ho n ~fiu ft~h.md Wlltl hf\· in

l,tnd nl~lllii!!COl<'O I pi,Jns
D1s tnl1 fi shC'ncs hiologi~l !> .uc <lVclibhk to pru....,de ll'Ch ·
l l!Gl i .\S..<;I~I , !Il<"l' W l tCIWVCI ptlhfii.:Wolf(' ('W,"lyS,tH: iOIA. I~d

Drstnc1 h.rhr ldl hrn l o~rs t s <1nd wlld llrc hr tl l ,•r:i ~b dt c
availt~blc to a:-.srst privar~ lnndoVJTlc rs hy
·
· c.arryrng o ut a rccomlcliss.HKC nff.nm und fmcstl,md
to dctcrmin\" wikllifc sp~ ·oe~ pr.•s.·n t and In ldt•nhfy
impnrlilll l halltt<•ts
· d cwlopinq sho r1 or lo ng range hahit.1t man<.~~Jcrncnt
p luns. fr eq u ently in coop cr<ltion with fore sters or dtstnct
cor.s-.• rvu tion tsts, whidl sattsfy l.mdov.rnc r objcdM:s
· idcnttfying importa ni<HH.l mhml IA'lld!Jfc hahi1<1t S such
a s ck cr win tering iHI'clS, wc tl;mcb. <Jnd mast or fi"u il
p roc.Judng a r('(JS
· proviJ1ng fo resters with tcchniC<.tl advice. when timber
C\lts are p lanned fo r deer win te ring areas. to insure the
re tention of sui table co\.~r Assistance in luying out a nd
milrking are.Js to be a 1t Uln ho: pro vided on request.
how~r . the Ocpa rtmen t h1 n log i ~t::. pH·fcr to work

FORESTWJLDUFE FACTS
• ll1t Venno111 loorll.JSC.lpt h0.1s dliln!l~d
In 1'/00. rhe stale was 92 percenl forested
In I 080. rhe slare was 35 percent forested
In 19Al.tht Slllte was 83 percvnt forrsred

GIVE US A CALL

~

•, Dctr win t("nnll areas. or yarrls. art primarily coniferous foresl
slantJs h.!l,•w thtE 2.000 foCll ek\.Uiion m.uk. and they frtqurn rly
h.l\(' o1 snuthcrn uposurc
• fkt r 1o0o,nltErin!i areas account IOf 6 percenl 000.000 aanl of
Vrrmont's 1otal dee r ran!ie f.ke 1 are depcndtnl on these
h.lhtlii!Saswmr;:r shcll('r ~ 4 to 6 months of the yt.-ar

• Pnv;11c O<tNnershrps account li '' 90 percent of the IOrestlllnd in
Vermont

• Tl'll..' hi'ltwSI of fortSI proch.tds has a dired impact on the
d 1Si nhuhon and abundanai! of many W1 k1ilf(' speocs
• Vrrmonl's ~ftwc>od sawlo~ harwst lOr 1972 was 63 miD1on
ho<nJ kct In 1979.1t was 122 million hwrd {('e l
• Vermont's hardwood sawlog harwst l'or I 972 was 87 miUion
hrw,! r~e t In 1979. it WoJS 108 mil~on board fe el
• Vermont's reSiden tial fir ewood consumption for 1974 was
AS.OOO cords In 1981 . it was 4H5.000 cords
• Hollow trus may not be empty ThtEy proWle ntE~ sites for o~ r
)0 spedes or birds and 15 spcoes of mammals in Vermont

VERMONT WILDLIFE

thrn n ~ h lim·~.1 c r s
'fhcr~ is no ( harge for the services o f any of the
biologis ts Tile rcceiots from hunting and fishing licenses
as well as antlcrlc::.s deer hunting perm1ts make these
SPtviCCSpfiS'l hl,·
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Appendix I.
Program

Acres for Hildlife
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Introduction to 4-H Acres for Wild l ife
You as a 4- Her can influence wildlife
populations by participating in a habitat
improvement program. With your young
ideas and enthusiasm you can become
involved and influence changes which
can benefit wildlife for future years.
As a participant you will not only
help wildlife, but your own appreciation
and understanding of nature and your
knowledge and en joyment of wild creatures
will grow.

WHO MAY PARTICIPATE
Although you may think of an "Acres
for Wildlife" project as one for farm
or ranch members, it can be adaptnble
to urban areas as well. You may carry
it as an individual 4-H member or as
a group or club project .

RESOURCE MATERIALS

There are c.any resource material s,
agencies , and professional peop le in ·
Wyoming who will help you ~stablish
"Acres for Wildlife". See page 16
for' a list,

There are mar.y suggestions on the
following pages, but you c!o not h.:1ve to
do everything shown.
It is better to
do w-hat you do well than to do everyt!-ling
half-well. You do not have direcr:ions
to follow in a project step by step.
Develop a plan -- Use ingenuity -Be original
Examine reference materials. Come u;>
with ideas o·f your own. Talk it ovc.r
with your leader, teachers, profession>~l
wildlife people, and agric:ultural department people. Listen to their sug3estions.
Refine your plan. Discuss it with t~e
owner of the land involved; then ;>ro..:e~d.
Remember, the more eff ort: you put
into your project, the mo re you •.:ill
get out o f it.. The project m.:1y .:1lso
be a cor.tinui:-~g one.

'Tood .;and. shelter q.;alore ..
who could ask for ~nythinq mor• !M

Keep good r~cords. Takt! accura:e :1otes
in the field.
Do not. trust memor•1.
T.1ke photo~r.1phs before yo u s:ar: . anc
during )'OUr pro j e::t. They m a~· substitute
for lens thy descriptions . Your final
written record should include 311
;>ertinent inforl:'lntiC'ln, obscrvo.tio:-:s,
conclu5i.on~ •.1nd ~.~ny~ in •..,rhich ;->r inci;>l.:- ...
le a rned C.JO be .1.1"JplieJ tO )'UUr ,.,..<Jy of
living . You should also include changes
in wildlife species a:-~d abur:C.l:<C.:!, .1nC
how- the project has benefitad you r
community or area.
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On your own or in a group, find a plot
and enroll it in the "Acres for Wildlife"

~~~
';

~~~~:~~~n ;::~~:~ ~~u~h!e~~~~i~; ~~e

~"

I~

and Fish Department, 5400 Bishop Blvd.,

;~~=~ne,

Wyoming 82001 for enrollmenc

\ - ./

1

- --

~

------,

~

?""""
~~:·t~_,.,.

~jJ);fili;Y:<t)rj;lfw!

CRITERIA

srzc,

1

~l

A minimum of one acre

t('

~'----===-

. "

ELIGIBLE LANDS: Almost any farm or
ranch land in Wyoming is eligible - and roadsides, ditch banks, stream

areas, pond areas , or W"aste areas.
LANDS NOT ELIGIBLE: Those currently
set aside for wildlife.
TER.'!S OF ACREE-fENT:

t.:md operators

and cover agents (4-H member or group)
must agree to maintain the coYer for
at least one yeilr, and longer terms

may be arranged.
U.N'D USE: The land op£rator muse
.:1gree not to burn. mo\ol, grazl:!, or
spray the area for the cern of the
agreement. Noxious 1.1eeds may be
controlled in \o'avs not hamful to
1.1ildlife. Hunti~g, trcsp.:tssing,
or fishing is control.led by the
lando1.1ner .

Obtain your enrollmi!nt for.ns f;r,m j'O.lr
leader or county Extension Offi,:v :'"o:"Ac.res for Wildlift!". fill .;,uc the :'"wr:n
and send it to:
Educ.;ltion SoO!c.tion
1\lyoming Game and F'~sh D~;>;Jrt::lent
5400 Bi.c;hop Boulev;uc!
Cheyenne , t.'yor.ling 82C01

SIG~S:
The lJ\•omin~ Game .:tnd Fish
Cor.tmission 1.1iil provide signs to identify
the cover plot .:IS a 1.1ildlife area. The;se
are to be put up by the 4-H member(s).

A Ga:ne and Fish reprc .i enc.:ttive will

AWARDS: E.:~ch 4-H member or club 1.1ho
enrolls one or more plots 1.1ill receive
a patch or certificate. A on~-ye.:tr
Au'osc.ription to the "l:yoming Wildlife"
maJ;azia~ 1.1ill b~ issu~d to the coope rating lando.... ner.

visit you and vour plot, ir,spe..:t your
plot, and appr-ove your enrcllr.'le:-. t.
Cover SihnS will be gi·1e:1 :o ;I•)U to
dcsi,.;nate the area, .ind .::~•.;:1rCs
given.

-2-
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H ow to Improve Your "Acre for W i l d life"
Habitat is the environment that provides
all of the basic requirements wildlife
need to survive. Wildlife must have
food, water, protective cover and living
space in the proper kinds and amounts.
Good clean air (oxygen) is also necessary.
These five essentials are very important.
However, oucside factors such as predation ,
disease, weather conditions, accidents
and man's activities also influence
wildlife populations.
If any one of the five essential
requirements becomes scarce, it is
called a limiting factor, and may
result in a l imited or reduced population.
Improvement of any one of the critical
factors often results in increased
carrying capacity, allowing 1.1ildlife
populations to increase.
Because wildlife is often a product of
the transition zone (where two habitat
types meet), manipulation of food ,
wa t er, cover, and living space should
be directed toward the development of

as much "edge- effect '' as possible.
It
usually benefits wildlife to p r ovide
habitat that is "split - up" (more edge effect) than to provide "essentials"
in one o r t·o1o large tracts.
A variety of improvements m;:r,y benefit
111any species, while a sin :;le change of
critical factors (essentials) might
have a lesser effect, perhaps
benefitting a single or only a few
species. Wildlife management may be
directed tow<:~rd a target species or
to~o~ard a variety of species, de;>ending
upon the manipulation of the land or
aquatic enviroruuent.
Habitat improvement pro ject s often
req u i r e more than one summer (grm.:ing
season) to demonstrate results.
I:t
some areas of Wyoming , habitat i::l?r~ve
ment may require several years before
dramatic r esults are evide:tt . l's':..lall v ,
with increased food, ~o.•ater and procec~i.ve
cover utilization of an area bv ·.;ilC.lif.!
increases . Keen observation wil l o::en
note these changes.

#tl;**************************************

Decide exactly to1hat you to10uld like to do for wildlife .and your wildlife habitat.
Do you to1ant more individuals of a feto1 game species, m~re birds .:tt a feeGer, or :i
greater diverstiy of species in your acre'? Write do~o·n your objec tive s or ~oals
i n your record.
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Pro j e ct Guidelines
Most scientific work involves one basic question or problem. :-lore often than
not problems dwell on a less spectacular but just as important factors that
require ingenuity , keen ~bservation, hard work, and patience.
Application of the decad~s~ old "scientific method" or a variation of t h e
method is very useful for mcst pro j t-cts, regardless of scale. Using t he scientifi c
method teaches you to approach probhms systematically and to use keen obser'J.ltio n.
Many v ritten variations occur. The following method is one of those variati o ns.

EXAMPLE:

I.
II.

Problem (Improving an acre for wildlife)
Collect Information
Books , library references , etc.)

b.

Inventory your acre(s); what kind of plan:s/animals
do you h<~.ve in the area (observation) (this become s
part of your records)

III.

IV .

V.

VI.
VII.

Hypothesis (pl3ntin~ trees or shrubs or grasst!S ~o~i ll ?ro vide
improved food sources, protective cover, and shelter !" o r
. )
You cAn b~ soecific or z eneralize; bir'i(s), M<J!'lr.al ( s), et c .
Expcri!:lcnt-- c ;:~rry out your planting (Improverr:ents ) : ...,a tcr
and care for them as necessary .

Observe - -as yo ur pl3ntin~s grow, observe and rccQrd ~.rildli f e
in the .1rea and si~ns ' of animals you find .
Ora.., conclusions from your data recorded.
Complete report for your 4- H project.

fi {·-· -;-~.?'"'·'

)'. ~~· i"'.'·i·O:: ~'
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Wildlife Habitat Improvement Ideas
INVENTORY YOUR "ACRE".

Learn what

Now that you have maJ>ped and surveyeC
the wildlife and plants on your "acre",
you are reaCy to begin a wildlife
management p!an.

species and habitats you .J.lready have.
Spend some time in the area learning
hov to identify both the vegetation
and the wildlife. Keep a record of
11hat you find and draw a map of your
area that includes different types of
vegetation, water, den trees, springs,
cover, and other key habitat elements .

Make a duplicate of the map you pre;>ared.,
and on this second r.~.ap indicate changes
and additions you would su g ~est for
improving the w-ildlife habitat of the olrea.

- l l•h nto .. •••

"' ............
170 =~~~=:::::;:;;_ '"
CCC'

Label permanent features like ro;\ds,
buildings, fencelines, ponds, strcarns,
and lakes. Also label any gurdens,
crop fil;llds, pastures, .lnd existin~
cover sites. Plants are the key for
food and cover; know 'What i!: there and
what is its value to wildlife. Make
a note of any poorly drained sites ~h.1t
co uld be used for marsh development
(wate rfowl ). Note steep slopes that
need planting to prevent ero!:ion. Find
out which parts of the land could be
improved and which parts could not.
(See map above . )

no~"

STUDY THE HABITAT REQU!Rlli'ENTS of those
species with which you would like to
work . Do vou have a c:-itical U::~i:i:-:~
factor or do all the elt!:r.t!nts of t:-.1.!
habitat (food , r.:over, wate:r) n~ed to
be supple::1ented? Rerr.el:'lber to ti!kc
each species irito cor:sideration.
SnrDY TI!E IA.,_'D AREA I ~ YOUR "ACRE". Yo u
may t.<ish co have a soil test since
additional plantin~s YL l depend on the
type of soil you h.:1ve. Soil fercilit.•l
is also imoortant in dctennininJ:. cr.e
quancicy .1nC nutriti o nal content of p lants.

-I-
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PROTECT EXISTING COVER . Wildlife benefits
when areas are protected from overgrazing, burning, or cutting . W'ork with
the owner of your "acre" to be sure
that it is free from grazing domestic
animals, burning, or cutting of present
ground cover. Preservation of existing
habitat should help to assure enough
cover of various types to meet wildlife
needs .
CONSTRUCT BRUSH PILES. Construct brush
piles for protection and nesting sites .
These piles of tree lilllbs and brush
furnish excellent habitat diversity
for all wildlife. Many small mammals
will use the brushpile for a home. Even
a doe might hide her fawn at the base
of a large pile. They can be put to
good use in adding variety to improve
existing cover. As an example, consider
a grassy border along a wood lot.
Cather fallen branches into piles on
the border. Or, consider a site with
two 1o100dy fencerows meeting at the
corner of a pasture. Use a windrow of
brush as a fence to enclose a triangle
in the corner,

as are sunflowers and marigolds planted
along '-lith the garden the precedin~ spring.
DEVELOP WATER SOURCES. The amount
availability , quality, and presence
throughout the year of water can be
used for the purposes of increasing
'-lildlife numbers and/or exp<~.nding the use
of habitat. Development of water,
including natural springs, seeps, and
water holes, and manmade structures such
as ponds, reservoirs, "guzzler", and
wells generally enhance wilcilife nur::~bers.
These '-later sources must be prooerly
developed to provide an .:~.dequate and
proper drinking envirorur.ent.
Stabilization of the borders surroundir:~ these
W'.1.tering areas should be accor:'lpl ished
by planting willows, native shru!:ls for
protective cover as !Jell as a food source
is also beneficial. Control of
excessive weed growth and providing
floating logs or rafts and loafing .1reas
fo r water birds and mammals also ~ni'lances
this type of habitat.

CONSTRUCT ARTIFICIAL NESTING STRUcnJRES.
Some species of '-'ildlife game birds,
so:tg birds , and some small game require
adequate perching, roosting, or nesting
sites.

SAVE EXISTING TREES. Leave !:'lost producing
trees , save den trees for birds .:1.nd
small ma!!l!llals , and favor tall nes tir.g
trees utilized by raptors in woodlots
'-'hen cutting. Do not disturb tn:~s
and shrubs '-lith high wildlife value,
especially heavy producing species of
seed, berry, and fruit.

\Jhere natural cover is lacking, construct
.lrtificial nesting structurt:s to substitute natural sites to provide needed
protective cover. Whether they be
boxes, houses, or platfonns, these
artificial nesting structures must
be durable, predator proof, .1nd they
must meet the biological nt!~ds of each
species that will utilize the~.

PLANT COVER VEGETATION. Co\"c !'" fulf!.lls
varied needs in the tot.:ll wildlife
habitat •,.therever it t:~ay be locJ.ted. Th~
absence of cover, its sparce:1ess, o r i:s
poor distribution rna:: bl! th~ onl~
facto!' li::~itin~ the u:>e o f an are~
by wildlife. Vhat do you need to
add to your acre to provide cov<:!r ~ee-is
for !Jildlife?

ATTRACT BIRDS BY PROVIDI~G TH~ \liTH
FOOO AND WATER . Bird feeders and
w.:'ltercrs should be pl.lCt.!d in a sunny,
sheltered spot where protective ct~ver
is nearby. Be sure cats canner jump
onto thto! feeder or waterer. Once you
start feeding and .... acering the birds,
be sure to continue until cold ~o~eather
is over. Food such as suet, bre:1d
crumbs, peanuts, and cracked corn are
very acceptable co most song birds

Check with r eference books, your co unty
.J~ent, or with a~ency rl•scu r C.:! p...:11-. 1e
to J<!t~rrninc wb;lt your .1o..:r~ ~:.:.:.<!S
and '-'here to obtain s~ed or pl.ln t s.
SE£DING FOOD AND COVER PLOTS: T=e e s and
shrubs actually provide a sm;:~ll po rtion
of ~o~ildlife cover. Herb.Jc e:cus pl.lnts
such as weeds , grasses, and legu:nes
provicie cover of .1 1:1,1.ximum value for
most sites ii;t a prairie state. \.'e eCs,
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though they may sometimes be preferred
by game birds, are offensive to many
humans. However, we can certainly
promote the use of grasses and legumes
to cover erosion scars and establish
wildlife cover.

I n choosing species to work vith, your
first consideration will be to narrow
the field to adapted species. You
can't go too far wrong if you work
with nature and Use the natives.
Unproven exotics -should be used in
small test plots.
Your purpose will influence the choice
of species. Nesting cover for quail
should not be too he<lvy. For pheasant
the main cover should be close to the
ground, but a high thin canopy is
desirable. A stand of low grass with
a scattering of sweet clover is an
example. Escape cover should be high
and dtmse . If the cover is to serve in
winter and early spring, you need a plant
tha t will withstand the pressures of
winter winds and SnO'JS.
Food plots are used to improve the
distribution of game.
In areas of
extensive pasture, quail and pheasants
are likely to be quite scarce even though
cov~r is adequate .
It is possible that
you can establish headquarters for
a new covey of quail or flock of
pheasants with th~ application of the
food pl o t practice. Other species of
g.:1me can be influence d, too.
FERTILIZER PLOTS: An experimental
hrtiliz~r project :uay fit you r situation.
Perhaps you have a site where the vegetation is dwarftc'd. Be it ;:rass, shrubs,
or tre~?s, it may respond to an application of fertiliz~o:r tC' improve the
hnbit<J.t. When you find the right
comhin.1tion you can ~xpand fr?m the
test plot to a larger applic.Jtion.
!Mn' t overlook the tr<ace el o!JT,en::s .
They may be more import.;nt. on your
site , than the standard ingredients
for commercial products. Some tirr:es
lillie lriill be the ans~c r.

'Wouldn't it be worthwhile to start 1o1ith
a soil test?
-7-
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STREAM llfi'ROVDtE.VI': Stream improvement
for fish and 1Ji1dlife may use any oiall of our game management tools.
Bank stabilization may require fencing,
seed ing, planting , and fertilizer.
In
the water itself you may need logs,
limbs, brush, and other naturally
available material. These vill be
formed in co small dams, deflectors
and diggers. These struccures can
change the shape and depth of a stream
as well as the speed and temperature
of the 1J3t.:!r. Sometimes small changes
c:1n make the difference when a fish
is deciding whethe:r to settle down
or move on. Contact a Came and Fish,
Bureau of Land Management or Forest
Service biologist.
EROSION CONTROL: Heal an erosion scar
with vegetation and you have ·more
,.fldlife ha.bicac. A complete program
for any one sit<! may require the use
of all our tools as in stream improvement.
In filet, stream improvement
work is usually nothing more than
a sp~cial kind of erosion control.

RESTORATION OF WETUNDS: Sometimes i\
wee ar~a iS drained without the results
that the landowner exp~cts. The
c rops j ust don't meet e:<pP.ctations.
The owner may be willing to have the
site Uack in wildlife p roduction.
Then yo u may b(: able to get permission
to plu!!; the drains and bring the water
b.lck to its nor::~al level.
Your re-established ~o~ctland;; may need
f..:!ncing for pro tection against livestock. Seedin.c. c.:~n be useful also.
The fill thilt plugged your drain
should be seeded down, and it is
possible that the shore line will
need prot~ction.
FINISH THE FARM POND: Too of::en the
farm pond is constructed j ust to hold
water for some purpose. No effort
is made to develop a!'\y recreational
aspect or to provide cover even for
the newly expost:d soil on cuts and
fills. Weeds then become t~e only
defens~ ao;ainst erosion.
Our water
rc.suurces in t.ryoming ;~re not so

STREAMBANK

lMPAOVE,AENT
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?lentiful that we can abandon the
recreational potential of a pond simply
because it is not adequate for production
of fish.
Your opportunities here may include
seeding the dam, spillw.o.y, shore
line and adjoining areas as well as
the watercourses leading to and from.
the pond. Fencing will likely be appropriate to protect the area. Trees
and shrubs may be used in clumps or
in .o. complete belt,

FISH ATTRACTORS: Sand pits provide a
great many hours of fishing fun. Most
of the pits could be improved.
•
Generally you will find a lack of
vegetation.
',.Ieedy o r brushy .o.re3s are a favored
h3ngo ut !or fish. A bru~hpile bound
together and weighted to the bo ttom
'Will concentrate the fish for the
angler. A good attr.o.ctor will be
at least six feet in length, width, and
depth . Construct the device right on
the shore. Choose a site 'With a steep
bank so that you can roll the whole
thing right into water of six to ten
feet in depth .
A tree on the shore line may serve

the same purpose "if it is simply
cut to fall into the water.

WINTER FOOD, INSTANT STYLE: When
a hard winter comes you h.:~ve a natural
concern for the welf.:nl! of creatures
of the wild. The public often demands
the impo~sible--that our game birds be
fed artifid.:~lly, with grain delivered
tn each and every roost.
It is much e;1sier to prClvide a little
insur.lncc be furl:! tht! winter comes.
If
your favorite ~arne cover has an adjacent
corn field, the ::able is set. ~ake an
agreement with th~ !arrnl:!r to leave a
few rows of corn StOIClding through the
winter.
Yuur payment for the corn he contributes
might be to salv01ge .::10 equ.::1l volume of
corn th<lt has dropped to the ground at
pickin~ time.
Som(! ocher job, such as
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fence repai ·.-, rnav be more important
to the farmer. Certainly milo or
gr.:1in sorghum will also be good game
feed if left standing above the snow.

FENCING: H.ost any unit of land that
you can fence 1.1ill thus be improved
for 1.1ildlife purposes. If you can
exclude livestock and other causes of
disturbance, a plot of bare ground
will have wildlife cover in short order.
An application of seed may help you
escape the weed stage and obtain a type
of cover that you prefer, but often the
fence is all th.:1t is needed.
Protection from livestock is vital to
the effective windbreak and the properly
woodlot as well as the healin~
erosion scar.

m::1na~eJ

SUGGEST HABITAT DiPROVEMENT PRACTICES
TO ''YOUR" LANDOWNER. Proper a~;ricultural
practices enhance wildlife habitat arid
!.n turn increase <Jildlife numbers.
Pursuade the owner of your "acre" to
follow these suggestions to help the
wildlife:
l.

Leave small patches of field crops
standing and unharvt=sted for
wildlif~.

2.

Leave nt:!sting cover undisturbed
wh""rever practical; i.e., plow
land before large-scale nesting;
mo'.J afto:r nestin~ is over.
Plant are..1s not suited for fanning
to trees, shrubs, <lnd penn.:ment cover
crops so <ls to have an interspersion
of covt!r typl:c'S (edge effect).

4.

Establish living ho:dges around field
boundnrics to r<!duce soil erosion <lnd
provido: nesting cover, travel lanes,
and food.

5.

Keep cert.:lin fields open on old fannLlnd by mo<Jing hayfields or keepinl!:
certain .Jrl'.lS in cultivation.

6.

Construct proper fences so migration
patterns are not altered.
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Pheasant Re l ease Program
Pheasants may be released under the 4-H Conservation and \iildlife Program. Prooer
habitat is essential. Under proper game management, the creation and maintenance
of cover crops and protected areas is of utmost importance ,
Limited numbers of pheasants may be available for spring releases in June.
birds are released for breeding and nestin~~; purposes.

These

The Game and Fish Department will supply oheasants for those t.-H members who fill
out rroper application forms and "'here the habitat is appropriate for breeding
birds . Forms mav be obtained from:

Education Section
Wyoming Game and Fish Department
5400 Bishop Boulevard
Cheyenne, l~yoming 82002
Completed fonns should be mailed or delivered to t he Department no later than
December 31 for a spring release.
Birds fo r this release are usually available
in June.
Leaders and 4-H members are encouraged to visit t he biid fann p r ior to bird release
time, to learn how birds are :-aised and handled.
Sheridan Bird Fann - - Bud Campbell, Suoerintendent
Route 1, Box 40 .
Sheridan, Wyoming 82801
Phont:: 674-7701
Oownar Bird Farm

- - Carhnd Potts, Superintendent
Route 1
Yl)der, 1./yomin~ 822lol.
Phone: 532-3449

The county a~ent mav elect to have 4-H clubs request pheasants
referral to the Came and Fish Department.
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R e fere nce s
Wildlife
(habitat, food, identification)

American lHldlife and Plants: A Guide to Wildlife Food Habits, 1951.
~artin, et . ttl., Dover, Ne.., Yo rk.
o\rkans.l.s Acres for Wildlife, EL 515.
of Arkansas.
food of Game in the United St3tes .
Wildlife, I,.,Tashin~ton, D.C .

Game Man11gcment.

By A.C.

Cooperative Extension Service, University

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of

By Aldo Leopold, Charles Scribner's Sons, :-letJ York and London.

Game Ran"e Restoration Studies.

Utah State Oepartml!nt of Fish and Game.

Habitat !'iana:ement For: ~lule Deer, 1976. U.S.D.A., see your local Soil
Conservation Service. A series of leaflets on improving habitat.
Hebing !Hldlife: !-Iarkins With Nature , 1977 . By Delwin E. Be:1son, E:~tension
Wildlife Specialist, Colorado State University. Publishc:d bv '..iildlif~
Management In::~titute; 709 Wire Building, 1000 Vermont Avenue, ~1-1 . !~ashin;tto:\
D.C. 2001)5. A guide for teaching some basic ecological co n cep ts of natural
reso u rces and wildlife management.
Horne!'! for 1-lildlife, 1975. Cooperative Extension S~rvice, University of Kt!>raska ,
Lincoln , ~ebraska, 10 pages.
Sugges~ed activities that ::tav im~rove vi ldlifc
environment in ynur area.
lm•1roving the Land for IHldlife, 1972. By Earl R. Cadv, Agricultural E:ucnsion
Service, UniversitY of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee. ,\ 4-H ;:umu.:~ l
shuvin~ the interreli1tionships within the natural comrnunitv between .,lants,
animals, .;~nd the elements, hov to evaluate wildlife por::ent -!..11 of a l.1ncl unit,
and how to plan ~o~ildlife improvements on the land.
~lo re l~ildlife

Through Soil and :.later Conservation, 1977. By \J,1llace L. Anderson
.1.nd L.Jvrence V, Comr>ton, biolo~ists, Soil Conservation S..:!rvice. Obta!.n
from Suncrintendent of Documents, U.S. C:overnr::cnt P:-intin~ Office, t·.'.lshi:"'.!.t •
D. C. 20402: or your local Soil Cnnservation Service.
15 p:tii:<:S. Th2 !:wd u~
decisions of farmers and ranchers cnn cause nn abundance ur a sc.Jrcir::...- of

'olili.llif~.

Our Wildlife Hedt;Jr.c. 1979 . lly Wyor.'ling l..1me <1nd Fish Dcrart::~l!nt, Chl!v.,.nnt:, '.~\'CI.
Inc:ludt!S identification and hahitat infor.nation for bi~ )!amc, trophy, s:r..;~ll
g<lme, !"Jrotccted, rred.ltory, and fur-hea r in~ animals, u:1l:tnt! q:lr:l<! birds .:.:1c.J
Yilterfn..,.l, and fish~s of Wyoming. Or~er from State !.-H JC':>arr:::ent.
Our tHlJlife Lc1'.1cv. 1954. By Dur..-.l rd L. Allen, ~unk and ~.-.:a:nalls c.~:::;'l -11'::: , S'<:!·~·
York, r;e...- York, t.22 ?ages. U.S . Sclo!nce Library, R~fercnct! ~n. SK 361 ,;r, ~
c. 2. ~Udl i fe is a renet.~ab le resource that rn:.~s t be rr..lna~eJ if. 1Jo! 3 ro! to ~1continuC!d benefits from it.
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Pladng t.merican Wildlife Management in Pe rspective . \.lyo::ling Cane and Fish
Department, Published br t."ildlife !'1anagernent Institute, 1000 Ver.nont Avenue,
Nll, 709 Wire Building, Washington, D.C . 20005.
27 pages. Proper managenent
of wildlife habitat can make the difference in having adequate wildlife in
our lives.
Pond Guide, 1975 . Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies, Lawrence Hall of Science,
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720. A guide for ici.entifying
organisms found in and around the pond.
Providing for the Needs of Wildlife. By Earl R. Cady , Assistant Professor, Forest<ry,
Agricultural Extension Service, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenne~see .
24 pages. How to establish a "natural" feeding area by plantin& a 1o1i ldlife
food patch.
Providin" Needs of Wildlift:!, 1979. By Southern Regional 4-H Wildlife Literature
Committee. There are things you can do to help the continued existence of
many forms of wildlife . Order from State 4-H Department.
Small Game and llaterfowl, 1978. Cooperative Extension Service, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins, Colorado. 51 pages. Helps you learn about Colorado ' s
small game and waterfowl , their value to us today, principles involved in
their management, their life requirements, and the laws and regulations that
protect them.
Trophv and Big 1-:amc Animals Furbearers o.nd Predators, 1977 , By Hromin~ Game
and Fish Department, l.'yoming 4-H project manual. Includes identification
and habitat information. Order from State 4-H Department.
Western Browse Research.

Various vestern . Came and Fish agencies .

Wildlife and llater !'1..1n.:Jgement: Strikin~ a Balance. Soil Conserv.1tion Socie.ty
of America, 7515 NE Ankeny Road, Ankeny, !ova 50021.
Wildlife- -.Arizona's IHldlife- Past Present and Futu"re.
Infornation o.bout five
basic concc;JtS of wildlife populations o.nd their envirc-nments . Acti·tHie5
for learning these co:tcepts . 71 pages.
Wildlife IH.ol~, 1964. By R. F. Dasman, Wiley, Nev York.
to wildlife m:;~.nagement .

An excellent int!.":>d'.Jction

Wildlife Conservation, 1963. By Ira~. Bagrielson , The Mac.~ill.1n Como<~.ny, ~ ....... York.
Emphasizes that the various proAro.ms for the conservation of soil, lo"ater,
forests, and wildlife o.re so closely inten.-oven that each vitally afft::cts
one or more of the others. All .1re phases of a single problem-- chat concerneci
~o~ith the restoratiQn and fut\:re vise use of our rcnew.1blo! no.tural resoun:~s.
U.W. Science Library, Reference So. SK 353 CS 1963.
244 po.gcs.
Wildlife rvods , 1975. Agricultural Extension Secli.ce. L:nive:-sity of Tcnncs5ee,
Knoxville, Tennessee. 23 pages. A study of foods and feedir.g h.:l~i~s o:
wildlife.
Wildlife Ho.bitat Ioorovement, 1974. By Joseph James Shomon, ~ational Audobon
Soo..:ict:1, Nature Center Planning Division, 950 Third ,\venue, :\cw York, ;..:ev
York 10022. 96 pages. Guidelines o n habitat management measures. U.H .
Science Library, Refo!rence No. SK 361 . 552 1~69.
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tJUdlife Habitat ImOrovement Guide, 1973 . 4-H Bulletin 4, Agricultural Extension
Service, University of ~linnesota . Habitat requirements and how to i;nprove the'-1
for upland game birds, wa terfowl, and deer. Includes how to io::.leme:J.t projects.
Wildlife Improvement Handbook, 1969.
D.C .

U.S.D.A . Forest Service, FSH 2609.11,

\..1 ashin~ton

IHldlif(! ~<lnagt!ment and Conservation. Ey James Trefethen, Wildlife :1anagement
Institute, D.C. Heath and Co., Boston.
\Jildlif(! Project: Raccoon S!luirrel Beaver Ponds. Information on each of these
~nimals , including food and habit.:lt.
A series of leaflets by Southern Regional
4- H Literature Committee. Order from State 4-H Department.
Wildlife Project-- Record of •Wildlife Observations, 1979. By Southern R.egiond 4- H
Wildlife Literature Ccaanittee . How to become aware of the many varieties of
plants and animals in your art!a. Order from State 4-H Department.
Wildll.fe Prolect --Urbnn and B3ckvard l.'ildlife
By Southern Regional 4-H 'Jildlife
Literature Committee . Activities for feeding wildlife and habitat improvement
for urban and backyard environments. Order from State 4-H Department.
1-Hld~ift:!

Pro 1ect--Wildlife Foods, 1979. By Southern Regional 4-H '..'ildlife Liter.:J.turc
Committee. How to become award of some wildlife foods, tht!ir seasonal avail.lbil.
and uses. Order from State 4-H Department.

Wisc rmsin Woodl.luds: Wildlife M.:J.na!iement , 1981. By Scott Craven, Assistant professo~
of wildlife ecolugy, Cooperative Extension Service, Universit y of Wisconsin,
~~adison, Wisconsin.
Discusses sor:~e of the basics of \o'ildlife r:~anat;er:~ent, list!.:i.l
useful man.:lgement practices .:lnd techniques and the steps involved in devclo;>in:;
a wildlife m.:ln.:lgement pl-1n. 8 pages.
Wvomill); Fur Bearers. By E. Thomas. Bulletin 17 , 1954. R.:!printed 1971.
comprehensive description of live histories, habits and rel-ltive econo~ic
impunance of l!ach of Wyoming ' s forbearers. 99 pgs. $2.00, l,'yomin;::: Game
:1nd Fish Department.

Song Birds, Upland Game Birds, Wat er fo wl
Attracdn!! Birds. U.S. F'ish and Yildlife Service.
Superintendent of Documents, l.'ashingtO:l, D.C.

U. S.

Bel"inn~rs

l.uide to Attrnctin:z Birds. By Loon Hausman.
Cornerstone Library, 630 Fifth Avenue, ~ew, York, ':{'(.

Comrd~tc Culd.~

K.n»rf,

~e~o~

to Bird Feeding, 1975.
':'orl<..

By. J. \'. Dennis,

...:;~.$~

C4~~~t
-

;?

Ducks at .1 Oist.:~nC(!, lfJ7). Bv Bob Hines, fish and Wildlife
~i c.:!, U.S. Dep.Ht:tl~nt. of the Iutcrior . For sale by Supcrin:en<:l!-.'
Ooc.::uments, U.S. Government Printi ng Office, Washington, D.C . 20l.02 ~.J, ... ; .
A waterfowl identific-ltion guid~ .
Llucks

c.,~~sc. and S~o.•.;ns of !-Iorch Americ.l, 195).
By Fr.1ncis H. Kortri!Otht, The
Stackpole Co., H.:lrrisburg, Pennsylvani.:a and Wi ld life ~anagement Instituc.;.
../,,shington, D.C. 476 p.1ges.

1
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Guide to Birdhouse Buildin~.
of Minnesota, St. Paul,

By Jon t..'illard.

Institute of Agriculture, University

~innesota.

Guide to Field Identification- Birds of North America. By Chandler S. 9.obbins,
Berte! Bruun, and Herbert S. Zim, Colden Press, New York, New York. An
identifica t ion book on birds of North Arner.ica.
ll:1bit .lt Mana~~n~~nt For: Canada Goose, 1976, and Sage Crouse, 1974. U.S.D.A. -See your local Soil Conservati<..n Service. A series of leaflets on i~r.proving
habitat.
Home for Birds. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Washington, D.C.
Learn How To Build Bird !louses.

U.S. Superintendent of Documents ,

Kansas Farmer, 109 W. Ninth, Topeka, Kansas.

Manadng F.:lrm Fi~lds, l.'etlands and \Jaters for \.lild Ducks, 1959. By Verne E.
Davison and William W. Neely, L'.S.D.A., Farmers ' Bulletin 02144, Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
New Handbook of Attracting Birds, 1961), by T.P. McElroy, Knopf, New York.
Upland Came Birds and WatC!rfowl , 1972. By W.v oming Came and Fish Department.
Wyoming 4-H project manual. Includes identification and habitat infomation.
Order from State 4-H Department.
tlaterfowl Management, 1979. By Southern Regional 4-H Wil dlife Literature Com.'llittee.
Learn about waterfowl and their needs in survival. Order from the Sta te 4- H
Office.
Waterfowl ManaRement on Small Areas. By C.E. Addy and L.G. !1cNamara, Wildlife
Management Institute, Washin~ton, D.C.
IHldlife Pro1ect: Wild Turkev, Quail. By Southern Re~ional 4- H Literature
Committee. Information on Tae'h'of these birds , including food and habitat:.
Order from State 4-H Department.
IJood Ducks and '.lood Nest Boxes.
Arkansas.

Cooperative Extension Service, University of

Wvornin~

Audubon Societv Check List. Doctor Oliver K. Scott, Editor, Casper.
check list of \Jyorning ' s birds for birdvatchers.

I.'OJominc ll .:~wks.
9v R. B. Williams and C. P. Matteson, Jr. Bulletin liS .
2nd Edition,· 1978. S2.00, Wyoming C.1rne and Fish Depart::~ent.

1948,

PI ants
Collection and Studv of Wvoming: Grasses For~!'> and Shrubs, 1973 . By Robert ~!.
Hvde and Thom.1s E. Bedell . Gives .1n insight into plant collection and
identification. One section on so:ne of the ::~ore abundant grasses, forbs, and
s hrub.;; found in Uyoming. 72 pages. O!'Cer from St<J.te 4-H Departr.:ent.
Grasses of Laramie Countv.

A, A, Beetle, University of \Jyomin)l: , Larar.lie, t-!'yo .
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Grasses of Wvoming.

Research Journal 39, Ag . Ext. Sea., University of Wyoming,

Laramie, l.'yo.

Gr.:1sslanJ Seeds.

Wheeler and Hill, Grassland Farm Series.

~-tanagem.ent

and Uses of: C.,ttail, 19fi9; Widgeongrass, 1968; Salt m01rsh Bulrush, 1968.
U. S.D.A., see your local Soil Conservation Service . A series of leaflets on
vegetation for wildlife.

R.ilnge Improvement !'Sotes.

Range Plant Handbook.

lntennountain Forest and Range Experiment .

U.S . Forest Service, N.T.I.S . , U.S. Department of

Spring Flora of Southeastern l.Jyoming. Ag. Extension Service.
University of I.Jyoming, Laramie, Wyoming.
Study of Pl.:~nt Con:munities (The).
F'rancisco.

Cor.::~erce.

Bulletin 491.

By H. J. Oosting, W. 11. Fret:m.:ln and Co., San

Wild Flowers of l"voming, 196B. By Ruth Ashton Nelson, Agricultural Extensi o n Servic ,·
University of l.'yoming, Laramie. 49 pages. An identification book on r.~ild
flowers of io'yoming. Order from State 4-H Department.
Wi ldl.1nd Shrubs - Their Biology and Utilization.
Experimen t Station, Ogden, Utah.
Windbreaks for Farm .:Jnd Ranch Homes.
of Wyoming, Larami!!, \-lyoming.

Intennountain Forest and

Ag. Extension Service, Eullctin 674,

R~nge

Uni•1ersi~

\-lvoming Trees, 1979. By C. L. Porter, former professor of botany ilnd cur.nor of
the Rocky Mountain Herbarium, University of io'yo~:~ing.
55 !)a~es. A r.~anual
for identification of Wyoming's trees. Available from State 4-H Denartr::ent.

F i sh
Fish and Fi!=ihim• in Wvomlng, 1981. By Wyo~:~tn::: Ga~e and Fish Department. 1.-.'yor.:ing
4- 11 l>roject manual.
Includes fish ic!.~ntification and h:~bitat informacion.
Order from State 4-H Oepart~:~ent.
llilbit:~t ~l:'ln<~scml!nt

f o r R.linbot.~ Trout, 19;3, U.S.D.A., see your local Soil
Conservation Service. Informacion on improving h.1bicac.

Uvuning Fishes, 1951. Rev ise d, 1970. Wyoming G.1mc :tnd Fi.o::h O~partmcnt. This
ho>ok h:HI plwto~r:~rh :> .1nd dcscrih~~ all variccic~ of fishc.o:: ko\c-t.:n t\1 nccur
iu 1-.'vn,niol~~It is alsn .l work:~blc guide for fish ide:ntifi o: .Hivn.
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Sources of Help
Uyoming Garrte and Fish Department -- Write to Education Section, l.'yoming Game and
Fish Department, 5400 Bishop Boulevard, Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002; or call
(307) 777-7735 .

Wyoming Association of Conservation Districts, Steve Adams, Box 98. Baggs, Hyoming
82321. Phone:
()1)7) 383-2277. Or contact the office in your county.
Agricultural Extension Service -- Contact your local county Extension offi ce.
State 4-H Department -- Some lo-H wildlife information is available from the State
4-H Bulletin Room, Box 3313, University Station , Laramie, Wyoming 82071;
phone:
(307) 766-2115 or from the State 4-H Office, Box 3354, University
Station, Laramie, Wyoming 82071; phone (307) 766-5170.
Sportsmen's clubs-- Don't overlook experienced, responsible sportsmen as a source
of information and help.
Alisociations -- There are many associations in Wyoming that are interested in ~ildlife
and other natural resources. Here is a partial list of such associations and a
few addresses. You may know of others or names of people affiliated. Check in
your nhone book to help you lcoate people that will be of help to you.
Audubon Societies:
High Plains Audubon, Ed Strader, Cheyenne
Big Horn Audubon, Jim Stra~hn, Sheridan
Fremont Audubon, Bob Oa kleaf, Lander
Hurie Audub on, Charles Scott, Casper
Izaak Yalton Lea11:ues:
Izaak Walton League of AMerica, \.lyomin.~; Division, 4009 Snyder, Cheyenne 82001
Ph:
(]01) 632-6311
Travelle Chapter, Ray Jacquot, 11')72 Empinado, Laramie 82070
Casper Izaak Walton League, Bruce Ward, 'F't. Caspar 'toad, Casper 82601
Ph:
(307) 265-n909
Cheyenne lzaak Walton League, Jack Hayes
Powder River Bas in Resource Council, Saril Cor in, P. 0. Box 6221, Sheridan ,
Wyoming 8 2801. Ph:
(307) 672-5809
Tite tHlderness Society
John Colter Society
Wyoming Outdoor Council, P. 0. Box 1184 (100) Capitol Avenue) , Che:,enne,
Wyoming 82001. Ph:
()07) 6)5-)416
Medicine Butte~ Wildli~e Associ.:ltion, Brent Bergen, Pr-esident, Uinta County
N.:ltion.:lt Wildlife F<!dc rat ion , Georr.e Kaminski, Rout<! 1, Box 77, Cheyenne,
Wyoming 82001. Ph:
()07) 632-6110
Outdoors Unlimitt!d, M.:1rlene Simons, Beulah, \.lvomin~
Overthrust 1./'ildlife Association, Jerry Berino, President, Ker.M-:~o!rer, \,"vorr.in~
Sierra Club 177 North Third, Lander, Wyoming 82520. Ph:
(307) 332-9824
Wyoming Open Land Foundation , Inc.
Wyoming l.'at~tr Devel0pnu:!nt Association, Jar.tes Rumery, North ~onal ?.oute.
Riverton, Wyoming 82501
•..:yooing !,'ater Qualitv and Pollut!on Control, ?err? Libby, 1304 Ra...-hide,
GillE-tte, !>'yc=:ir:; 327!1)
:;yc::::ing \,"ildlif<! FeCeroH.:.o:1:
.
To::~ Dou~herty, 6635 3o~ar Ddve,c:,e:tenr:e, '...~! ?.2:'Jr,'J
Fred Eiser:~an, 5018 Alcova Route, Eox 28, Cas;;er, ~;{ 32~1)4
Bob Rogers, P. 0. Box 25, Buffalo, 1.,..{ R2834
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VITA
Shannon B. Heath
Candidate for the Degree of
Master of Landscape Architecture
OBJECTIVE:

To obtain an entry level position which utilizes my
undergraduate education and subsequent experience in Natural
Resource Management in conjunction with my graduate
education in Environmental Planning.

EDUCATION:

BS Wildlife Biol ogy- Colorado State University - 1975
MLA (3.7 on 4.0) Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning - Utah State University - 1984

Ef1PLOYMENT RELATED SKILLS:
Good writing ability
Know l edge of Applied Statistics and Fortran Programming
Experience with computer graphics and computer data analysis
Extensive work with topographic maps
Aerial photo interpretation
Competent human relation skills
Supervisory experience
Graphics ability
Extensive experience driving four-wheel drive vehicles
l~ork well alone or with others
Kno~1l edge of plant taxonomy
Extensive ex perience with horses; riding, packing, transporting
Knowledge of French; writing, reading, speaking
EXPERIENCE:
Environmental Planning- Have completed al l requirements for a Masters
degree in Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Visual Resource r·lgmt. - Assistant to the Bureau of Land r~anagement, Utah
State Landscape Architect- Concerned with Visual Resource Mgmt. Program
(BLM, 6/81-9/81, Salt Lake City, UT, Supervisor- Reed Stalder)
Surface r~ine Reclamation Research- Research Technician - Assessment of
revegetation research on phosphate, coal, barite, and heavy r.~etals mines
in Idaho, l~yoming, ~lantana, and Nevada - Statistical analysis and
sur.1mation of data (USFS lntermtn. For. &Range Exper. Sta.,
10/81-present, 6/80-10/80, 4/78-1/79, Logan , UT, Supervisors - B. Z.
Richardson, P. E. Packer)
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Wildlife Inventory- Biological Technician- Participated in wildlife
inventory- non-game birds, small mammals, rare and endangered species,
raptor nest sites, sage grouse strutting grounds, and water sites.
Mapped wildlife habitat, determined browse plant condition and trend,
and participated in habitat improvement (BLM, 2/79-10/79, Susanville,
CA, Supervisor- Stephan J. Hawks)
Range Conservation - Range Technician - Supervised grazing al lotments;
participated in watershed inventory to determine watershed condition and
trend and erosion susceptibility (BLM, 6/77 - 12/77, 6/76-12/76,
6/75-12/75, Montrose, CO, Supervisors - John S. Denker, Warren M.
Schwabel)
Timber Inventory - Forestry Aide - Examined timber stands on various
units of the Illinois Valley National Forest (USFS, 6/74-9/74, Cave
Jet., OR, Supervisor- David R. Milner)
HONORS:
1980
1982
1983
1984

Outstanding Student of the Freshman Class, Dept. of Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning, Utah State University
Outstanding Third Year Graduate Student, Dept. of Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning, Utah State University
USDA Certificate of Merit for job performance substantially
exceeding the requiremments of the pos i tion
Research Fund Award, Utah Chapter of t he Wi l dlife Society, for
thesis research

